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NEWS OF THE MONTH.

T

HE Medical School Commencement took place on
the 8th inst.—an extended account is given in
this issue.
The Law School Commencement takes
place on June ioth, and the College Commencement on
June 25. From present indications the College Commencement promises to be a brilliant and successful
one. The practice begun last year of holding the an
nual reunion of the Alumni on Commencement Day will
bring together many of the “ Old Boys ” on that occasion, and thus make our ceremonies a real family gathering, when the veterans and the novices unite to perpetuate the traditions and the spirit of their Alma Mater,
rather than a mere perfunctory distribution of diplomas
and prizes, and announcement of promotions for the
coming year. The Secretary of the Society of Georgetown Alumni asks us to publish the following circular:
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 20, 1895.
DEAR SIR: YOU are respectfully invited to attend the
fifteenth annual meeting of the Society of Alumni of
Georgetown University, to be held at the college, on
Commencement Day, June 25, 1895.
The Commencement exercises will take place at 10
o’clock A. M., and immediately thereafter the members
of the society will dine with the Faculty. The society
will assemble after dinner in Gaston Memorial Hall for
the annual business meeting.
The Faculty of the University are desirous that Commencement Day be celebrated by a general reunion of
all old students and graduates of the respective departments of the University, and cordially request their
presence on this occasion.
That suitable preparations may be made for those who
will attend, you are requested to reply hereto before
June 10th.
Yours fraternally,
E. D. F. BRADY, Secretary.
*

*
*
,
When the Alumni gather in Gaston Hall for the
business meeting of their Society they will, we are
sure, be pleased with the transformation that has taken
place in its appearance.
In the first place the
benches and settees of former days have been removed,
and opera chairs, of the most approved pattern, put
down permanently in their place. There are 504 chairs
on the floor, and space for about 150 in the gallery.
The stage has been changed somewhat in general outline, and enlarged. It is ax feet deep at either end.
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and for a distance of 6 feet from either wall. At this
point the stage recedes to make room for flights of steps
12 feet long, one at either side, so that easy access can be
had to the platform from the audience. Between these
flights of steps the stage curves gracefully on a chord of
22 feet, and along its edge a channel, protected with
metal sheathing, has been sunk, and here 25 gas jets and
32 incandescent lamps have been arranged as foot lights.
Besides the usual number of gas-jets around the walls of
the stage there have been added 9 incandescent lamps,
while a drop-light of 6 incandescent lamps, and a lecturer’s shaded lamp, with incandescent light, complete
the equipment.
Another feature that will please the visiting Alumni
is the gallery of Jesuit Cardinals—15 canvases in all—
the gift of friends through Rev. Father P. F. Healy, S. J.,
who still continues to befriend the College, which is
so largely in its present aspect his own creation.
*
*

*

On May 21st, the annual Elocution Contest took place
in Gaston Hall. This year the exercises were in public,
but owing to the inclemency of the weather there were
not many visitors present. There were twelve contes-.
tants, as follows: John G. O’Leary, Raymond. F. Baby,
Edward J. Tobin, and E. Vincent Smith, of the class of
’95 ; Antonio J. Smith, John F. O’Brien, and Thomas
G. Nelson, of the class of ’96; Joseph D. Sullivan,
William E. Fox, Benedict F. Maher, and Samuel A.
Ludlow, of the class of ’97 ; and J. Raymond Stafford,
’98. The work of the candidates was of an unusually
high order, and showed with what earnestness and enthusiasm the students have taken to the elocution instruction this year. The decisions rendered gave the
gold medal to Antonio J. Smith, ’95, who recited “ King
Robert of Sicily;” the premium to Raymond F. Baby,
’95; and honorable mention to J. Raymond Stafford,
’98, who recited “ The Uncle,” by Bell.
The judges appointed were Rev. John J. Ryan, S. J.,
of Loyola College, Baltimore; Rev. John A. Conway, S. J.,
and Rev. P. J. McGinney, S. J., of Gonzaga College,Washington. Owing to the inability of Rev. Fr. Ryan to
attend, Rev. Fr. Fox, S. J., of Georgetown, took his
place.
The program was pleasantly interspersed with music,
one of the numbers being a song rendered by Andre C.
Scanlan, of the Postgraduate course.
*

*

On Friday evening, May 24, the annual debate of the
Philonomosian Society took place at Gaston Hall. The
debate was held in presence of the Faculty and students of the college, and the close attention throughout, and the enthusiastic applause accorded the
several speakers prove beyond a doubt the great
merit of this year’s work. The question for debate
was : Resolved, That Capital Punishment Should Be Abolished. The debaters for the affirmative were Thomas M.
Pierce, Tennessee, and D. B. Clarke Waggaman, District
of Columbia; and for the negative, William C. Ford,
Mass., and J. Raymond Stafford, District of Columbia.
The vice-president of the Philonomosian Society for the
current term presided, and made a very neat introductory address. The judges were Rev. Father Daugherty,
S. J.; Rev. Father Devitt, S. J., and Rev. Father Becker,
S. J., ol the College Faculty. The decision will be announced on next Commencement Day. There was a
very pleasing musical program contributed by some of

the students.

Alexander Stephens, ’95, played two
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piano selections, and Howard L. Harrington sang
Stultz’ Madrienne, in which he was cleverly accompanied
by Charles L. Mullen.
The Philonomosian evening was a very pleasant one,
and the Society and its Rev. President deserve hearty
congratulations.
*

*

*

A most pleasing specimen of class-work was given
by the Class of Rhetoric of St. Francis Xavier’s College, New York City, on the evening of May 7th. The
program included a discussion of the “Precepts of
Rhetoric,” and illustrations of the demonstrative, deliberative, and judicial oratory. For the illustration of
judicial oratory use was made of the story of Macbeth,
from Shakespeare, and a modern trial by jury constructed from it. Macbeth charged with the murder oi
Duncan is indicted before a presiding judge and a
regularly empanelled jury. There are counsel for the
prosecution and the defense, there are the witnesses for
and against, there are the witches, the sheriff, the clerk of
the court, etc., etc. The trial is the original work of
the class.
The important features were the speeches of
the lawyers, the judge’s charge to the jury, and the speech
of Macbeth.
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which it could hope to recruit its students. Destitute
of endowments, it had to depend entirely on tuition
fees of the students for its support. As these were not
numerous during the first year of its existence, its history during those times is a long story of trials and heroic endeavor. Those who presided over its destinies
must have had stout hearts to petsevere; but to-day we
see in the numerous and stately edifices that have been
erected a proof of the sagacity and wisdom that guided
the vast undertaking. Notre Dame has much to show
for her fifty years of existence—a well-equipped university with which to continue the work she has so successfully carried on up to the present, and a numerous
progeny, faithful to her teachings, proud of her traditions, ambitious to extend her glory. The golden jubilee at Notre Dame is a red-letter day in the history of
Catholic education in our land. We pray that each
successive fiftieth anniversary will see the University
greater and richer in results in proportion to her years.
JACK LESTER’S EASTER.

ACK Lester finished the letter he was writing to his
father, then folded it neatly and carefully placed
*
it
in
an envelope. In fact he was neat and careful in
*
*
We learn from the May Purple that the Class of ’96 at everything he did. His room was always in perfect
Holy Cross, Worcester, will present a Greek play in the order; every book and paper was to be found in its
college hall on June 20th. The play is a dramatization proper place ; and his well-fitting, if somewhat striking,
of the famous speech of St. John Chrysostom on the clothes received no inconsiderable share of his time
disgrace of Eutropius. The character of this tyrant, and attention. The pleasant, though not highly intelthe causes which led to his downfall, and the triumph lectual, smile he habitually wore showed that he was
of the Church in extending her merciful protection to- satisfied with himself and the world about him; some
wards him, constitute a most dramatic plot, and embrace persons even were known to have said that Jack Lester
a very interesting chapter of early history. In con- was conceited.
But for all this he was by no means a bad sort of felstruction the play closely approaches the regular Greek
drama, with the trimeter dialogues, unities, and chorus. low. On the whole he was rather liked in college by
Special attention will be paid to the details of costume, those who knew him. He stood fairly well in his classes
and as the plot is laid in Constantinople, then the seat and had some little prominence in athletics. He played
'of the Eastern Empire under Arcadius, and glistening on his class team and was a fair amateur actor. So most
with the luxury and refinement of both Greece and people thought that Jack Lester had a right to feel satisRome, the effects from the blending of the chlamys and fied.
But to-day there seemed to be something weighing on
pallium, with the toga and lacerna, will be many and
beautiful. A handsome libretto will be published for his mind ; for as he dropped the letter on his desk and
the performance. Admission will be by special invita- leaned back in his chair there was a frown upon his face
tion cards. Seats will be reserved, hence those invited and a slight twitching of his lips as he nervously beat a
will be asked to express their desire to attend. The tattoo with his foot on the floor. Thus he sat for a modramatization and preparation of the play are the work ment; then leaned forward again, opened his diary and
of Mr. Terence J. Shealy, S. J., professor of rhetoric, under the date of Sunday, April 7th, made the followand Mr. Patrick M. Collins, S. J., professor of science. ing entry : “ To-day I received a letter from my father,
*
in which he says he will be here in a day or two to spend
The Golden Jubilee of the University of Notre Dame, the Easter vacation with me. He will, of course, want to
Indiana, will take place on the nth, 12th, and 13th of go over the college and to meet my friends at the college
June next. The order of exercises will be as follows : and in the city. I am not ashamed of my father—he
Tuesday, June nth, 9 A. M., Pontifical High Mass by wrote this slowly as one would who was anxious to conthe Most Reverend William Henry Elder, D. D., Arch- vince himself that he believed what he wrote—and I
bishop of Cincinnati; sermon by the Most Reverend know he’s good and all that, but he’s not like the other
John Ireland, D. D., Archbishop of St. Paul. 7.30 fellows’ fathers; he is not as polished as they are. It
P. M., exercises by the alumni in Washington Hall; wish he was, but he’s not and I must admit it. His
address by his Excellency Claude Matthews, Governor grammar is not always unquestionable, and his manners
are too brusque entirely for the people he will meet here.
of Indiana.
Wednesday, June 12th, 8 A. M , Pontifical Requiem I am devoted to him, for he is a* good and kind to me
Mass for the deceased alumni and benefactors of the as a father can be, but I’d rather he wouldn’t come until
university by the Right Reverend Joseph Rademacher, after the fellows-have left for home. I have just written
D. D., Bishop of Fort Wayne; sermon by the Reverend him that I think he would enjoy very much staying for a
Nathan J. Mooney, Chicago. 7.30 P. M., exercises by few days in Albany on his way here and seeing some old
the graduating class of ’95, in Washington Hall ; oration friends of his. I told him to come to Washington about
by the Right Reverend John Lancaster Spalding, D. D., Friday, as four or five days will be time enough to see
the city, and so I think he will not come until then—at
Bishop of Peoria.
Thursday, June 13th, 8 A. M., closing exercises in least I hope so.”
Having made this entry he closed the book and put it
Washington Hall ; class poem, valedictory, awarding of
away,
sealed and stamped his letter and started down to
medals, and conferring of degrees.
The great work done at Notre Dame can scarcely be the letter-box to mail it. He picked up his hat, carerealized by those who forget the desolateness of its be- fully brushed from it an imaginary speck of dust, then
ginnings. In 1842, when the first step was taken in the went to the mirror and satisfied himself that every hair
put on his hat and left the room.
vast enterprise by Father Sorin, the land acquired was ^was in its place,
*
*
*
*
*
purchased from the Indians; it was still uncleared and
The next few days passed quickly by, and on Wedat a great distance from any populous centre from
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nesday the vacation began and with it most of the men
left for home. A few remained at the college and
among them was Jack Lester.
The thought of the
blunders which might follow his father’s coming had
worried him much, and many hours had he spent thinking of the ridicule he might have to face should his
friends meet his father. But now nearly all of the men
were away so he felt easier.

88

Hoping I have not disappointed you in any way, I remain, Your Affectionate Father.”
*
*
*
*
*
*
Dusk was gathering over the land outside, and far
away in Washington lights shone faintly here and there
like lonely, twinkling stars. But the boy sat motionless
and quiet, while the darkness grew thick about him,
holding the letter gently and tenderly in his hands, and
*
*
*
*
*
*
with his face bent above it as though it were something
It was Saturday morning. Some dozen men were sweet and precious to him.
reading or chatting in the reading-room. Jack Lester
W. E.
sat apart in a corner thinking of his father’s continued
absence and almost wishing he would come, for Jack
INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE.
was lonely. All of his special friends had left and time
hung heavy upon his hands. He was sitting partly beGEORGETOWN-BOSTON COLLEGE.
hind a newspaper rack in another part of the room, and
AY 1st was final!" agreed upon as the date for the
sitting so still and quiet that not one of the crowd was
intercollegiate debate between the Philodemic
aware of his presence. There was a momentary pause of Georgetown and the Fulton Debating Society of
which was broken by a man picking up a paper, and as Boston College.
As previously announced in the
his eyes rested on the big heading, calling to the crowd : JOURNAL the question finally agreed upon by the two
“ Listen to this, boys, ‘ Dreadful railroad accident on societies was: Resolved, Thai the Present Income Tax is
the road between Binghamton and Albany ; -Passenger Equitable. The men chosen to represent the Philodemic
train collides with a freight. List of killed: John Society were James W. Burk, ’95 ; Charles E. Roach,
Lewis, R. Gray, T. B. Wildon, Joseph B. Lester’ —
J- Neal Power, ’95. On Tuesday morning our conJoseph B. Lester,” he repeated—I wonder if he was a ’95>
tingent started for Boston, accompanied by Rev. E. I.
relation of Jack’s?”
Devitt, S. J. President of the Philodemic Society. They
“Oh, I guess not,” some one said carelessly, “you were met in Boston by Rev. Father Richards, who came
saw that paper an hour ago; let’s all go out and watch thither from Buffalo. Their reception in Boston was
the team, they are to practice this morning.”
most cordial, surpassing anything that our men
So, the paper was tossed aside and the little group ever experienced before. Father Doonan, S. J., forleft the room. In the stillness that followed Lester came merly president of Georgetown, and Mr. McNiff, S. J.,
forward and picked up the paper. His face was white, for some years a teacher here, were most assiduous
and he moved slowly, and in a dazed way, as though he in their efforts to make the pilgrims forget that they
were ill. He could scarcely realize what he had Heard, were in the land of strangers—and from all accounts
it seemed so strange, so terrible. But there it was in given by our itinerant orators the aforesaid Rev. Fathers
the list of killed, that name, the name of his father, were eminently successful in this undertaking. Nor
Joseph B. Lester. Yes, it must be true.
were the other members of the Boston College communEverything seemed a blank. He made his way blindly ity behindhand in their hospitable attentions—indeed,
to his room and threw himself upon the bed. He could it appeared to be the special duty of every person we
not cry ; he could scarcely think. His brain seemed in met to anticipate every wish and pleasure of their guests.
a mad whirl, and his eyes burned like fire.
When the hour for debate arrived our men found themThe- hours passed slowly and the silence of the room selves in a spacious hall superbly arranged and decwas undisturbed ; and still he lay there, motionless. orated, on a stage fitted with every appliance for the
Uppermost in his mind was a thought that chilled his most elaborate dramatic representations, and in the
heart and made him feel that all his life was slipping presence of an audience radiant with intelligence, and
away from him, and that nothing could help him—the so cordial and sympathetic as to be capable of inspiring
thought that he had been ashamed of his father. His even the. most stupid. The preliminary arrangements
false pride and new-found friends were forgotten, and having been completed, Mr. J. T. Connolly, of the
he remembered now, with a yearning that seemed almost B. J. F. Society of Holy Cross College, who was chosen
unbearable (and wondered why he had not remembered to act as president during the debate, took the chair.
before), the way his fathei*used to gently touch his hair In a few words he explained the program appointed for
and call him names that were sweeter to him than any- the evening, and then introduced the first speaker for
thing in the world. He remembered the day, years ago, the affirmative, Mr. Scanlan, of Boston College.
when he had fallen from a high fence in his eagerness
Mr. Scanlan set out by clearly stating what is meant
to avoid his father, who had forbidden him to climb by equity as it applied to the question at issue, and took
fences. He had fallen on his side, he remembered, and care to show that equity in this case does not include
had not hurt himself; but there was no mistaking the the idea of constitutionality. Moreover, he explained
note of sudden pain and anxiety in his father’s voice as that the affirmative side did not defend the taxation of
he bent over him and, instead of scolding him, carried incomes in general, but only the present income tax, inhim home in his arms. A thousand other memories asmuch as it is a countervailing measure to the present
rushed over him and showed him, when it was now too tariff laws. He based his arguments on the principle
late, that he had despised his father, the one man in all that the Government protects the rights and property of
the world who cared for him more than he deserved, citizens, and therefore these should contribute to the
who really loved him.
support of the Government in proportion to the amount
The short winter day was drawing to a close and the of protection received. Under the operation of the
shadows were growing long, when the servant came up tariff laws this proportion is not guarded ; by the applicato his room with his handful of letters. He opened the tion of the income tax to supplement the tariff laws the
door and said, “ a letter for you, Mr. Lester,” and due proportion is restored.
dropped the envelope on the bed and went away. He
Mr. James W. Burk, of Georgetown, the first speaker
did not notice that the boy was crying; or, if he did, for the negative, speke as follows :
he pretended not to see it. Lester reached out his hand
CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:
and took up the letter, mechanically at first, and then MR.Although
the time allotted to us for the discussion of this important
with sudden, startled eagerness as his eyes fell on the and interesting question is very limited, still we trench upon it to thunk
you tor this reception and to express publicly our appreciation of the
handwriting. He tore it open with trembling hands kindness with which we have been received by our most cordial hosts. We
deeply grateful to the representatives of Boston College for their hosand read: “My dear Son—Some important business are
pitality ; and sincerely hope that these intercollegiate contests may be
has kept me from coming to see you, as I intended ; but j herealter characterized by the same friendly spirit which has been attendupon their inauguration.
it is over now and I will be with you before Sunday, ant HONORED
JUDGES, in opening the argument for the negative it shall not

M
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This law is in itself unjust, unamdriCan, inequitable. But its injustice
be my purpose to trace tlie history of the income tax. If it is urged that
England maintains an income tax, it must be remembered that England also and iniquity are aggravated by the fact that it. was imposed upon an almaintains a crowned head, an hereditary house of Lords, a huge standing ready heavily-taxed people at a time when there was positively no demand
army, an enormous national debt, an established church, and many other for it. For when this measure passed the Congress the annual report of
institutions which could never be tolerated upon any principle of equity in Secretary Carlisle prefigured a surplus resulting from the present tariff
a republic like ours. If English precedent be quoted, it must be borne bill, without the income tax feature, of $20,000,000. And although we
in mind that the income tax in England is recognized as class legislation cannot immediately conclude that because a tax is not necessary it is not
and that no English statesman of any repute has ever defended it, except equitable, still the fact that all taxes are necessary evils, and that this tax
ias a tax to be levied in time of war or dire necessity, or to meet the expenses falls upon less than 2$ of our entire population, clearly demonstrates that
conseqnent thereon. Gladstone himself endeavored to abolish it. “I am it is not a tax but an unjustifiable exaction.
Ladies and gentlemen, during the course of these remarks it has
not aware,” said Mr, Gladstone in 1892, “ of any practicable method Of reforming the injustice and inequality of the income tax: for this reason I been my purpose rather to discuss the principles of this law in general than
and my colleagues proposed its abolition in 1874.” Nor are we concerned to enter into its minute details. The most important among the multitude
with the theory of. an income tax. Strict theoretical arguments will be of its inequitable features I shall leave for the considerarion of my colfound to rest upon the assumption, that the tax be the sole means of rais- leagues. We hope it will be understood that we do not condem this law
ing revenue and that it tolerate no exemption. But these arguments are simply because it was the purpose of its framers to lighten the burdens of
irrelevant here. For we will concede, if you please, that in theory such a the poor and place them upon those who are better able to bear them. We
tax may be equitable. But we maintain, that the present income-tax, be- condemn it because it has egregiously failed of its purpose; because it taxes
cause it is founded upon no principle of justice or equality, because of its many who ought not to be taxed and exempts a large number who ought
$4,000 limitation, because of its unjust discrimination between parties con- not in equffy to be exempt, and because it violates that most sacred princiducting the same kind of business and because of its arbitrary exemp- ple which we Americans hold ought never to be “erased or obscured by
tions, is not equitable, Honored Judges, the principle upon which the power,” equality. This principle is the keystone of our governmental
advocates of this measure seek to justify it, and the principle upon which structure. Once it is dislodged, the entire fabric becomes insecure, totters
all their arguments are based, is that government is instituted for the pro- and will inevitably fall. But whilst it remains intact and inviolable our
tection of the rights and property of its citizens, and therefore they should Government will stand, and will be perpetuated through the ages to
'contribute to its support in proportion to the protection received.
protect and govern men so long as they love to be free.
We admit the truth of the principle, but we deny that the present law
is an embodiment of this principle. This is not a tax upon the stable and
Mr. Splaine, the second affirmative, opened with a brief
acquired wealth of the country. It is not a tax upon property, either real
He then
or personal. But it is a tax upon what a man is earning; upon his ability, reply to the arguments of the first negative.
his industry, his savings. Incomes, according to this principle, can not be further developed the line of argument laid down by
made the basis of an equitable tax, because with men of business or men
working for a salary incomes are uncertain, and there is no method of his colleague.
He quoted figures to prove that the acequalizing the tax for a given per iod of years. A man may earn $16,000 one
year and the following year conduct his business at a loss. Thus in the cumulated wealth of the country paid nothing to the
course of five years his income may have averaged only one or two thou- support of the Federal Government, nothing for the
sand dollars, still he has paid a tax on $6,000. But in the case of persons
whose incomes are derived from capital well invested, from stable and ac- completion of our navy, nothing towards internal imquired property which demands the protection of the government, provided the incomes be within the $4,000 limitation, they escape the tax. Al- provements, and nothing to the enormous sum paid out
though they have received more protection from the government, although yearly in pensions.
Laying down Adam Smith’s printheir incomes, being constant, will in the course of a few years aggregate
more than the variable and uncertain incomes of the business or salaried ciples of taxation, he endeavored to prove that the
man, still one escapes the tax aud the other is subject to all its malignant
features. The force of this argument becomes more apparent when we con- greater amount of revenue from tariff duties is paid by
sider that perhaps in no other country are incomes derived from so great a the consumer and usually the man of humble means.
variety of pursuits and are consequently as variable and uncertain as they
are in the United States. Moreover, we contend that incomes do not de- The speaker closed with an eloquent appeal for equity—
pend more on the amount of capital than upon how well that capital is invested, so that a smaller capital managed with ability and thrift will often the relief of the poor from the heavy burdens of taxayield larger returns than a much larger capital, although the latter demands tion and the imposition of a tax upon the wealthy.
more protection from the government, The excuse for this law is the
avowed purpose oft reaching the wealth of the country. Our opponents
Mr. Charles E. Roach, of Georgetown, the second
point to a wealthy citizen and assert that he contributes no more to the
support of the Federal Government than his neighbor, a poor man. Al- speaker for the negative, said :
though this may be true in certain instances, we deny that it is the general
rule. For concomitant with the passage of this law in Congress, that policy MR. CHAIRMAN, HONORED JUDGES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN :
which places a very low tariff upon the necessities of life and taxes exclusiThe aim of the orator is to please, to instruct, to convince. Surely the
vely the luxuries was reduced to practice, and we maintain that by the op- plaudits of this audience prove what we freely admit, that the rhetoric of
eration of this system the wealthy class of citizens in general pay this just our opponents is pleasing, their pleadings are instructive, too, in a way. but
proportion of Federal taxes. But even if this were not true it must be their oratory is marred by an essential defect, for it fails to convince. Conremembered that in addition to tariff duties the wealthy property owner viction requires sound argument for its foundation, and to make it manifest
pays State, county, and municipal taxes. Statistics show that 81H of our that our side of the question rests upon this true foundation, I invite your
population own no taxable property whatever, consequently the only way attention whilst we dig down to the thoughts underlying our argumentathey are reached is by a tax on consumption. No property qualification is tion.
exacted by the Constitution as a condition for the right to exsreise the
Our arguments do not look to the exemption of the wealthy from the
suffrage.
burdens of taxation. On the contrary, we hold that they should contribute
The poor man’s right to the ballot is entrenched and fortified by the their just proportion towards the maintenance of our Federal Government.
fact that he is not a burden on society. And it is right, it is equitable, that But we hold, further, that the tax levied for this purpose must be raised
while he pays nothing for fire and police protection, nothing for lighted through the operation of a just and an equitable law. That the present
streets and good roads, nothing towards the maintenance of courts of jus- income tax can be so denominated, we emphatically deny.
tice, nothing to the support of the schools where his children are educated,
Mr. Chairman, the first provision in the text of the law, the exemption
he does contribute his share, however small, to the support of the federal of incomes amounting to $4,000 and under, is a gross injustice: it violates
government, through the imposition of custom duties. But it is not right the very principle upon which the advocates of this measure base their arand it is not equitable in addition to tariff duties, in addition to State, guments ; it is indefensible. Indefensible, because if incomes are taxable,
county and municipal taxes, and in some States in addition to a State income- theu, strictly according to the true theory, all incomes should fall within the
tax to impose upon less than 2-i of our entire population a federal income-tax, scope of the law—the man of moderate means, as the wealthy, must be
and such a measure can never be justified upon any principle of taxation.
taxed proportionately without favoritism to individual or class.
How then is this much proclaimed principle exemplified in the present
We do not ask that the limit be reduced to such a minimum as to affect
law ? Ladies and gentlemen, this law is absolutely founded on no principle. an amount absolutely necessary for the support of a home, but we demand
Regardless of justice, regardless of circumstances, regardless of results, it that those who are well able to bear their just burdens should not be exreaches out for whatever is in sight, and when it is carefully scrutinized it empted.
proves to be not a tax, but unlawful confiscation. The exactions of this law
Exemptions are exceptions to a general principle. They are nothing
do not come within the legal definition of a tax. For “ it is of the very essence more nor nothing less than “governmental charity.” Consequently the
of a tax that ii be levied with equality and uniformity; that it be laid accord- exemption of any considerable sum, a sum more than sufficient for coming to some just rule of apportionment.” That the present income-tax parative comfort, renders the law discriminating, and can never be justifidoes not comply with this essntial condition, that it is not “levied with able. Why, Honored Judges, at the average rate of interest to-day an
equality and uniformity,” but that it is arbitrary and capricious is evident income of $4,000 represents an invested capital of from $80,000 to $100,000.
from its numerous discriminations and exemptions, and from the fact that Where can the gentlemen find a defense for such an exemption and conit affects only 2fo of our population. Where can our opponents find a sequent injustice? Do they quote precedent? Prussia exempts $225.
defense for the discrimination between mutual savings banks and stock Germany varies from $70 to $600; Denmark, $215: and England, until resavings banks ? Both do precisely the same character of business. Both, cently, $750. Nowhere do we find an instance of an exemption so obviin the same way, use the money of deposits, loaning it out at interest for ously opposed to distributive justice. Are we, then, to outdo these monarchiprofit. Still, by the provision of this law 646 of them are exempted from cal forms of government and exempt $4,000, creating thereby an enormous
taxation on their incomes and only 378 are taxed. How will the gentlemen elass, fairly well to do, who pay no part of the tax wh itever ?
of the opposition justify the exemption in favor of Building and Loan
Furthermore, the exemption of such an unreasonably large amount deassociations? They are in no sense benevolent or charitable institutions. stroys the strongest argument in favor of income taxation. It is urged
They are cond ucted solely for the pecuniary profit of their members. Their that the Government affords protection to the rights and property of its
assets exceed the capital stock of all the national banks in the country. citizens, therefore they should contribute in proportion to the amount of
The amount saved to these institutions by reason of their exemption is over protection enjoyed. This principle being true—and I am willing to acknowl$600,000 a year. Why should they be sought out for special favor by this edge it—we submit that if the person having an investment from which he
law? Why should they be freed from their just, equal, and proportionate derives an income of $10,000 is to pay for the protection afforded his intershare of taxation, while others engaged in precisely the same business under ests, then equity demands that a second person investing $80,000 and deriva different name are subjected to the tax ?
ing therefrom an income of $4,000 should also pay in proportion to the
Although the framers of this law tolerated, upon grounds of constitu- protection which the government affords him. Tf this be true, then
tionality, the exemption of incomes derived from interest on government it is a violation of equity to place on one individual a higher rate of
bonds, they admitted that this exemption was not equitable. State, county tax than on a second, simply because the former has a greater amount of
and municipal bonds are also exempted by recent decision of the Supreme the same class of property subject to the tax. Reverse the case. So far as
Court. The consequent injustice is evident. For, if any incomes are cer- any principle Is involved, Congress may levy a tax of 21 on all incomes betain and constant, if any incomes can be made the basis of an equitable low $4,000 and exempt all in excess of that amount. The injustice and distax, surely these are incomes derived from government, State, county and criminating character of such a provision would be at once manifest.
municipal bonds, precisely the incomes which have been exempted. The Neither proceeding can be upheld or defended by any principle of right or
bloated bondholder, the very man at whom this shaft was especially aimed, justice; because all principles of equality forbid the exemption of any inescapes intact, and may continue to bask in the sunshine of government come derived from like property. The supporters of this measure may
favor whilst his less fortunate and perchance poorer neighbor bears the evade the real point—they may offer plausible reasons for the exemption,
burdens of taxation, These exemptions are of themselves sufficient to con- they may explain how it was adopted, but they can never justify it by
demn the entire law. Our opponents have laid down a proposition which is sound argument. It is not justified upon the grounds that it is one of the
equivalent to an universal—“that the present income tax is equitable.” defects incidental to all human legislation—impossible to avoid. It is not
Logically they are bound to detend it in its whole extension according to justified on the grounds that it exempts those who, on account of their povall its provisions and applications. It is sufficient for our contradictory erty, are incapable of bearing their share of the burdens of taxation. It is
proposition “that the present income tax is not equitable,” to show one ex- not justified on the grounds that a lower sum would not compensate for the
ception. This is the law of logic and ethical principles point to the same expense of collection. It is not justified by the principle that approximaconclusion. Our philosophical friends must recognize tbat the principle, tion to exact equality is the criterion of legislation affecting taxation.
“Bonumex integra causa, malum ex quocumque defectu,” finds here its appliJbut it .s an amount of abatement, founded upon no principle of ethics
cation, Unless, therefore, they can find some justification for tin se exemp- or political economy, arbitrarily chosen to catch the plaudits of the multi,
tions, it follows that according to this principle the law is bad and can not tude not affected by its operation. It is an exemption which, so far as this
be denominated equitable.
special tax is concerned, exempts nine-tenths of the people of this country
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who are taxpayers in their States and counties; and in proportion as it relieves these it increases the burden of the other one-tenth, although the two
classes are in identical conditions, save that one has more of the same kind
of property chosen for taxation.
And what conclusion, Ladies and Gentlemen, do we draw from the
exemption of this sum of $4,000? It stamps this law as essentially class
legislation, and the higher the amount of abatement is placed, tht more pro
nounced will be this objection. We base our argument upon the universally conceded teaching that Congress has the power to distinguish between
different classes of property for the purpose of taxation, but the power does
not and never did exist to distinguish between individuals holding the same
kind of property. That is a doctrine the soundness and wisdom of which
cannot be denied, and it must be evident to my able opponents that the
present income tax law directly violates ihe principle. For as this measure
which we are considering, passed Congress, it was estimated that it would
affect only 85,000individuals out of the 05,000,000 inhabitants of these United
States.
By the recent decision of the Supreme Court, removing incomes derived
from the rental of lands, also those lrom investments in state, county, and
municipal bonds,from the operation of this tax, the number affected by the
incidence of this law, has been still more contracted. Is it just, I ask the
gentlemen, is it in accordance with the theory of individual equality, to
impose aparticulrr tax upon a very small fraction of our population and
totally exempt the majority.
Calm judgment and experience tell us that when government creates a
difference by law in the burdens imposed on or benefits granted to its citiizens by reason of birth, wealth, or religion, it is class legislation. As an instance we have but to cite the English income tax of 1691, by the provisions
of which Protestants, Catholics, and Jews were taxed at different rates.
The champions of this measure tell us that there exist already certain
natural classes. We do not deny it, but we do deny that there is any such
small and sharply defined class as the discriminations of this mt asure tend
to create. Mr. Chairman, the Attorney General himself, an honored citizen
of this commonwealth, while defending the constitutionality of this law,
admits its odious character I quote verbatim lrom the brief filed in the
Supreme Court. He says: “Congress has adopted as the minimum income
for the purpose of taxation the limit of $4,000. The limit may be said now
to divide the upper fr< m the lower middle classes, financia ly speaking, in
the larger cities, or to divide the middle class from the wealthy in the
country districts.’7
It is unnecessary for me to dilate upon these words. Their signification
cannot be misconceived—upper and lower middle classes, financially speaking! They are sadly lacking in harmony with the spirit of American, democratic institutions. The proposition, “ i lace the tax where the ability to
pay exists,” and that other sentiment, “put more of a tax on what men
have and less on what they need,” merit earnest consideration in framing
our laws for taxation. But, Honored Judges, there are other found principles to be regarded, and it is folly in seeking to escape one evil to ru.-h
blindly into another and a greater. I favor relieving the poor as far as possible from heavy burdens, but not by a law intended to operate upon the
wealthy exclusively. The dangc s lrom such a course are manifest. We
have but to turn back the pages of history. There we find France enduring
the horrors of internal warfare of classes, the wealthy manipulating the
government, trampling upon the rights of the poor until there came that
revolt which will ever remain a foul blot upon the pages of the history of
civilization. This is the outcome of class legislation.
Although the defects which I have endeavored to pointout are essential
and militate against the equity of the law as a whole, still there are numerous other defects, of which 1 desire to mention but one. By the language
of the law under consideration, partnerships as such are expressly exempted
from the tax. There is no sufficient reason for such discrimination. Let us
for the sake of clearness take an example. Five persons engage in some
pursuit as partners. Their yearly profits amount to $20,000. AS the law
stands, neither the partnership nor the individual pays a cent of tax on his
income. But if they organize under the laws of a State as a corporation,
conducting the same business, at the same profits as the partnership, then
they pay $400, for no other reason than that they are doing the same business under a different form. The fact that corporations enjoy certain privileges from their franchise will not account for the discrimination.
Ladies and Gentlemen, time forbids my examining more of these discriminating features. The more important I shall leave for my colleague
In conclusion I would again call attention to the fact that we are not opposing the theory of an income tax. We may even admit that such a system
properly applied is most just and equitable. But we attack the present income tax, because it discriminates unjustly between individuals by levying
a tax upon 2 per cent, only of our population. It exempts an enormous
number who are capable of bearing their burdens in the same ratio as they
enjoy the benefits of government. It is undeniably class legislation, and
last,’ but mest important of all, it violates the principle of individual
equdity.
We Americans are brought up with the idea that freedom, justice, and
equality go hand in hand. We realize that a blow struck at one will injure
the others. For such principles our forefathers fought. Imbued with these
sentiments they formed our government, the basis of which is freedom and
individual equality.
The founders of our nation remembering former
wrongs, drank in these sentiments from their very surroundings, from the
grand, imposing rocks of New England and “from the free and boundless
spirit of the plains.” Their children were bred in this atmosphere until now
the word America stands for freedom, justice, and equality.
Because this law violates these fundamental teachings, here near the
spot made sacred by the initial struggle for freedom and justice and
equality, we denounce as unjust and inequitable the present system
of income taxation.
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bring to the affirmative side- Yet we chose the negative, so convinced
were we that it is the rightful cause. We may not urge the invincible arguments Which militate against the law as it stands at present, nor do we need
them. \ et we cunnot close our eyes to the fact that the “ law as passed ”
has been banned in two of its chief provisions by the Supreme tribunal of
the land; tins law as passed we are now weigh ng in the scales of justice
and 1 continue the demonstration that it is found wanting The worthy
gentlemen of the affirmative contend that the present income tax is fair and
just and equitable because wealth, and not want, should pay the taxes • because we should put more tax on what men have and less on what tliev
need. The wisdom of such sentin. ents cannot be questioned, they merit the
hearty approval of ail. But if we divest our opponents’ remarks of the
charm oi diction and grace of delivery we fhall arrive at the fundamental
principles upon winch they build all their argument. This principle seems
to be that government is instituted for protection, and therefore the people
at large should pay taxes in proportion 1o the amount of protection their
interests and wealth demand. The principle we admit, the deductions we
deny. We cannot allow that the rich do not contribute their just share to
the support of the federal government. We would ask you to bear in mind
that this much debated tax is neither a municipal, nor is it a state tax but
a federal 1 ax, and, hence, lias reference only to the federal or general gov
eminent. With these few words as a prelude we ask if the present tariff
does not already maintain this proportion lor which our opponents are
clamoring?
Are the eloquent exponents of the affirmative quite so ignorant of the
principles of the Democratic party as not to know that the purpose of the
Wilson law is tariff for revenue only ? Must they be reminded that ihe professed object of the same law is to allow the necessaries of life to enter our
ports almost free and to place a duty upon luxuries that is so high as to be
almost prohibitive ? If they admit this, and they must admit it then I ask
whether it is the rich or the poor that require these luxuries ? Certainly
not the poor. The poor man in the frugality of his life dispenses with these
high priced luxuries, and in consequence contributes little or nothing to
the millions of revenue accruing from the tariff. The rich man on the
other hand, demands luxury, and as the obvious result of satisfying his
demand he pays by far the greater portion of the $30,000,000 that are yearly
accredited to revenue duties. 1 hus is it manifest that wealth and not want
pays this part of the federal tax. Thus ss it manifest that the capitalist not
only pays his fair share but he pays by far the greater portion of the federal
taxes. And, gentlemen, there is no escape from the same conclusion if we
consider the State taxes. I mean such taxes as are levied upon the rich
man's property, real and personal. This property tax be must and does
pay. Hence it is, Honorable Judges, that we submit that there is already a
fair proportion without this socialistic tax upon incomes. But the gentle
men of the affirmative proclaim the equity and the justice of the law They
tell us that it is equitable, that it is just because it equalizes taxation. In
answer we maintain that it is neither just nor equitable for the reason that
it fails most egregiously to atiain the very end for which it was enacted
The law not only fails of its purpose, which is to tax wealth, but even in
many instances it filches 1 lie poor man of the pitance derived from bis
honest toil. Yes, it taxes some that are poor and exempts many that are
rich. Ladies and gentlemen, if such results will and must follow from the
provisions of this law, then it is not, it cannot he equitable! Are my oppo
nents not aware that according to this law tliedividends of all corporations
are taxed ? and, therefore, no owner of stock, whether little or much can
escape from its incidence
To quote an authentic instance, 1 would tell you that the number of
shareholders of the Lehigh Vailey Kailroad is 9.021, and of this number only
22 have incomes in excess of #4,000. Among those with limited holdings
there are, according to actual count, 4,500 women, or more than one-half of
the whole company. Still, small as their interests may be, every one of
them must pay this tax. The wealth or poverty of the shareholder is of no

of $4,000, it smites even a greater multitude with less than half that amount
And still the gentlemen argue the equitability of this law.
Consider the bond question. The capitalist, witli an income of ten
twenty, or thirty thousand dollars in United States Governmentbondspays
not a penny oE this tax, whereas the man with an income of $5,000 in State
or municipal bonds must pay bis pro rata of the tax. But the affirmative
may say that the Supreme Court has stricken outthisdiserimination. Such
confession is an open admission of the inequitability of this tax as it passed
tile Congress of the United States. But consider it as you will, it is inequitable. It was inequitable before the decision of the Supreme Court by
virtue of the unjust discrimination made between State and United States
bonds, in taxing the one and exempting the other, it is none the less inequitable now by virtue of the fact that the capitalist witli an income of
ten or twenty thousand dollars in bonds is most cer ainly a wealthy man,
and not a fit subject for governmental charity, and should therefore be
taxed, and not exempted.
Thus the bondholder, the man who of all men lives upon the Government, contributes nothing to its support, pays nothing of this tax, but idly
basks in the sunshine of his gold, and is happy in his exemption—whereas
the shrewd and intelligent man, whose business capacity is his only capital;
the lawyer, the doctor, whose profession yields him a salary of $5,000, is not
and never will be exempt from this tax. The poor man, in many instances,
must pay it; the rich man, in many instances, may escape it. I ask if these
facts can be reconciled with distributive equity? How can that law be
styled equitable under whose operation the wealthy may become more
wealthy and the poor even still poorer ? This law, if the Import of its lette
be a criterion, is positively incapable of equality. Its discriminations are
disgraceful to and should never be tolerated in a free country. In particular J refer to the discriminations made between mutual and stock insurance
Mr. Kirby, the last and most forceful speaker for the companies, if the insurance business be conducted on the stock plan for
affirmative, addressed himself immediately to the ques- the benefit of shareholders every dollar of its profits will be taxed. If the
same business be conducted on the mutual plan for the benefit of depositors
tion at issue.
His argument was in greater part a or policyholders its profits are entirely exempt from taxation. Dor example, the Mutual Insurance Company, of New York City, has assets to the
refutation of the objections so strongly urged against amount of $12,000,000 and other property almost without limit. Its princithe law by Georgetown’s first and second negative. In pal rival in the same business, a Pennsylvania corporation, has $5,000,000 of
assets, and conducts the same business, but on the stock plan. Now, accordconfutation of the excessive $4,000 limit he maintained ing to the present income tax, the New York corporation pays nothing,
whereas
the Pennsylvania corporation is liable for every dollar of its inwith considerable ardor that such a limit was justified on come. Gentlemen,
will you call this equitable ? Can that law be equitable
which
gives
this company such an advantage over every other insurance
the grounds that the tariff was, in the main, paid by those
company having like property, and conducting the same business within
with incomes below this amount and they should therefore the same country and for the same purpose ? Gentlemen, facts repudiate
alleged equity of this law, investigation stamps it as unwarranted.
be exempted from the onus of the income tax. His whole the
You of the opposition can testify to the truth as well as to the logical
speech seemed founded upon the principle that the in- sequence of these statements.
“Such .discrimination is not taxation, but exaction and confiscation.”
come tax “exercised a countervailing influence with the Such gross inequalities can never be vindicated. The opposition may say that
we
are
that we are impracticable and look for a perfect law. Far
tariff.” Mr. Kirby’s attempt to forestall the closing from it.Idealists,
For whilst we do not seek for perfect equality as between all
classes
of
property
and investment, still we submit and maintain, with
speaker for Georgetown lost much of its force since that
reason, that we have the right to expect, yes, to demand, an approximate
gentlemen carefully avoided the anticipated arguments. equality and uniformity between owners of the same kind of property.
law neither approaches the one, nor does it maintain the other. It’is
Mr. j. Neal Power, the last speaker for the negative, This
mal-legislation of the worst sort. It is contrary not only to the spirit of
our laws and the freedom of our institutions, but a menace to the liberties
said :
of the people-—a monster defiance of the sacred and inv’olable equality of
our citizens. If I have entered too far into examples and particular details
MB. CHAIBMAN. HON. JUDGES, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:
in
this discussion, I hope I may be pardoned; for generalities, which in
When this subject was proposed for discussion by the Fulton Debating
Society, it was currently reported at Washington that the Supreme Court most cases are apt to heighten the subject, have here a tendency to make it
vague
and, and therefore, not sufficiently specific.
would uphold the law as passed by Congress. We shared in the prevalent
We denounce the present income tax not because an income tax necesbt Uef. We clearly foresaw the support which that expected decision would
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and to be the witness of one more in the long series of
Georgetown victories. The debate was a very great success in every respect. Both sides of the question were
ably presented, and there was present a large, appreciative and even enthusiastic audience.
Yet, as Emerson says, “ every sweet has its sour ; every
evil its goed.” So there was one incident which detracted from the complete enjoyment of the debate.
One of the debaters for Boston College, while arguing
as to the constitutionality of the law in question, and
while endeavoring to underrate the wisdom of the decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States, and
to hold up to ridicule the opinions of the members of
that bod)—than which there has been no grander body
since the days of the august old Roman senate—took
occasion to say that a certain chief justice had decided
“ that the negro had no rights which the white man was
bound to tespect.”
Imagine it, Mr. Editor, this statement, this long-defunct slander against Chief Justice Taney, spoken in the
last decade of the nineteenth century; spoken before a
cultured Boston audience (for how could any Boston
audience be otherwise than cultured); spoken under the
shadow of Bunker Hill and within echo range of Fanueil
Hall ! In the city where culture is greater than godliness and ignorance worse than sin ! I was mildly surprised, Mr. Editor. I had really thought that, at least
among educated persons, this calumny had gone “ illuc
unde negant redire quemquam.”
But, after all, Lesbia’s sparrow was only mortal, while
this slander seems to be endowed with the life of the
proverbial cat, and, like Banquo’s ghost, will not down.
It has been resurrected along with the bones of Boston’s
The speeches ended, and the generous applause hav- pioneers, which have been laid bare by the subway exing subsided, the judges withdrew to decide which side cavators. (Pardon the mixture of metaphors, Mr. Ediin their opinion won. After about twenty minutes’ de- tor; the peculiar quality of my surprise can be expressed
liberation the chairman of the judges—Rev. Father in no other manner). Had I heard this statement anyConaty, of Worcester, Mass.—came upon the stage to where but in Boston, I might not have been surprised at
make the announcement. He spoke in terms of high all. But in Boston, in free, enlightened, cultured Bospraise of the several speeches that had been made that ton ; in the great and only centre of American refinenight, and took occasion to draw attention to the fact ment and learning, whither, by the simple operation of
that all the debaters are students of the Jesuit schools, centripetal force, all the brains of the universe gravitate ;
and therefore a fair specimen of what Catholic educa- above all, upon the rostrum of a Catholic college in this
tion is capable of accomplishing in preparing'men for same Boston, how is it possible that the great Catholic
the several walks of civ.il life. Referring to the imme- Chief Justice of the United States could be so traduced ?
diate business of the evening, he said that as an alum- And so much has been written on the subject, too.
nus of the Holy Cross he would be pleased to see vicOf course we must take it for granted that each pertory perch on the banner of the old Bay State, but that son in that vast audience knew that the speaker referred
equity prescribed that on this occasion it should go to to the decision in the famous Dredd Scott case, and likeGeorgetown. There were many Georgetown sympa- wise knew the history of the case and the text of the
thizers in the hall, and the award of the victory to the decision therein.
Blue and Gray was hailed by them with great applause.
But as there may, by some possibility, be some perThe applause was not confined to friends of George- sons whose misinformation equals that of the aforesaid
town merely, it was generously given and frequently by speaker, I will quote a few lines from a work which I
the most ardent and devoted friends of Boston College read several years ago, wherein the question is disposed
whenever they saw a point made that called for recog of. This work is “The Supreme Court of the United
nition. Father Richards and Father Devitt were the States—Its History,” by Hampton L. Carson, Esq., an
recipients of hearty congratulations for the magnificent eminent member of the Philadelphia bar. I quote from
showing made by the representatives of the Philodemic page 372:
Society.
The Chief Justice used the following language, after having
On Thursday evening our men were present at the an- shown
historically that at the time of the adoption of the Constitunual debate of the B. J. F. Society of Holy Cross Col- tion of the United States free negroes were not citizens: “ They had
lege, in which Mr. Connolly, who presided at the Bos- for more than a century before been regarded as beings of an inferior
ton debate, took part, and to whom was awarded the order, and altogether unfit to associate with the white race, either
social or political relations; and so far inferior that they had no
first prize or medal for the best speech of the evening. in
rights which the white man was bound to respect; and that the
On Saturday evening the pilgrims reached home, and negro might justly and lawfully be reduced to slavery for his benefit.
they were given a royal ovation. They are unending in He was bought and sold, and treated as an ordinary article of mertheir speeches about courtesies, attentions, and hospi- chandise and traffic whenever profit could be made by it. This
opinion was at that time fixed and universal in the civilized portion
tality extended to them in Boston and Worcester and of the white race.”
from “Old Boys” they met in their travels.
The injustice which has been done to Chief Justice Taney consists in the partisan use of the single phrase, “ that they had no
rights which the white man was bound to respect.” These words
A WORD IN DEFENCE OF CHIEF JUSTICE TANEY. were violently torn from the context of the opinion, and quoted as
though the Chief Justice had intended to express his own individual
To the Editor of the Georgetown College Journal:
SIR: It was my pleasure and great good fortune to be views upon the question, naturally amusing a storm of indignation
at their inhumanity and barbarity. That such were not the views
present in Boston at the debate between the representa- of the Chief Justice no careful or conscientious student of his life
tives of the Fulton Debating Society, of Boston College, can for a moment suppose. He had long before manumitted all his
and of the Philodemic Society of Georgetown College, own slaves, had never refused his professional aid to negroes seek-

sarily and per se involves any principle of injustice, nor because of its purpose, but rather because it cannot, and nfwer will, accomplish the end intended. It is inequitable, because its burdens are not uniform. It has been
contended that uniformity is preserved in that all sections of the country
are alike before the law. Geographical uniformity may satisf y the requirements of the Federal Constitution, but our subject of debate is not whether
the present income tax be constitutional, but is it equitable? And equity
demands a uniformity of equality, or at least of proportion. According’ to
the statutes of your own State you and your fellow-citizens must bear
what is indeed a heavy burden of taxes. There is the customary poll tax,
all lands within the State are taxed, all buildings are taxed. You have
school taxes and municipal taxes, and there is the franchise tax on corporations ; there is the tax upon goods and chattels, moneys, and effects, and
in the letter of the law so much of the income derived from a profession,
trade, or employment as exceeds the sum of $2,000 a year. Should this load
be aggravated? Must you stagger under the additional burden of this
Federal tax upon incomes ? After smarting under whips should you now
be beaten with scoroions? Then will the people of Massachusetts be hampered by a double income tax, while your neighbors, the people of Rhode
Island and Connecticut, will rejoice and prosper by virtue of their immunity from this double tax. This law is inequitable because of its unprecedented abatement of $4,000. It is inequitable because of its many and
unreasonable exemptions. It is inequitable because it is class legislation;
and, as my worthy colleagues have told you, the exemption by theSupreme
Court of the income derived from rents and bonds tends only to narrow
the incidence of this tax. which emphasizes its character of a class tax.
It is inequitable because of its pernicious discriminations. For we earnestly
believe that unless corporations had been discriminated against, the law
might never h*ve been passed. Corporations, the bloated bond-holders, the
harpies that batten upon rents, they will now be swept into the net; but the
net has been broken, and the bond-holder may swell and the rent-receiver
may batten as before. Thus is it that favoritism, which has been and will
ever continue to be the fatal font of di-satisfaction and strife, is so interwoven with this law that it seems almost to be its very web and woof. But
read the law, and you will be convirced of its inequity; ponder over it, rand
you will see that under its administration equality is impossible. I he
effects that must follow from this tax as a cause are contrary to the first
principles of right and equity.
Ladies and gentlemen, there may be need of increased revenue, there
may be need of an additional tax to secure it, and it may even be that an income tax will best provide the need, d money; contrary, however, to all
facts, let us suppose that this tax will remove the country’s deficit. But
since it can never do so by a just and equitable means, it must be condemned. It is so fraught with inequalities that it stands f< rth in honest
condemnation of itself. Ladies and gentlemen, if our fair country would
continue to prosper it can only be by means that are just and equitable.
I say by means that are American! For Amt rica’s first principle is equality.
Equality of rights, equality of privileges, equality of duties, equality of
burdens ! And if this be the directing and pervading spirit of our laws, all
will be well, and this great nation of ours, conceived in the light and spirit
of independent equality and nourished upon the bosom of uncompromising
justice, will triumph over all her enemies and remove every menace that
may or can threaten her permanent welfare and continued prosperity.
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ing the rights of freedom; had even defended a person indicted for
inciting slaves to insurrection, at a time when the community were
violently excited against the offender and against Taney himself fur
his defense; and, when pressed with the gravest business, lie had
been known to stop in the streets of Washington to help a negro
child home with a pail of water. He was, moreover, a man of the
greatest kindness, charity, and sympathy.
This extract is comprehensive and to the point, and
anything further from me, Mr. Editor, were surplusage.
I trust that I have not encroached too much upon your
valuable space in my endeavor to correct, in some part
at least, this misrepresentation of a great, noble, and
good man.
Very truly yours,
JAMES S. EASBY-SMITH.

It is a subject on which it is impossible to say too much,
and a fault that cannot be too strongly condemned. It
would be well to remember that a man does not cease to
be a gentleman and to be entitled to ordinary civility
merely because he happens to fill a position on an opposing team. And, if the University of Virginia does
not wish to strengthen an already unenviable reputation for gross discourtesy, she had best mend her manmers in this respect.”
We are pleased to have an opportunity to record this
falling into line on the part of College Topics; it shows
a healthy and manly disposition, and if persevered in
must bear proper fruit.

[Our correspondent estimates culture too highly when
ne supposes that, even in its Boston phase, it can confer infallibility, or supply for the defects of research
and reflection. He estimates Boston very inadequately
when he holds her up to censure for the inverted
commas of an undergraduate, who, tor lack of time in
preparing to speak on so vast and intricate a subject as
the income tax, must needs draw on the sources nearest
to his hand, and most likely to help him from his point
of view. If our correspondent will only consult the
Boston Pilot of May 2, the day following the debate referred to, he will find there a neatly-timed editorial
paragraph in reference to the apparent immortality
of this very calumny in reference to Chief Justice
Taney, complaining bitterly of the ignorance or malice
shown by its repetition. Consequently Boston is not to
blame, nor is the debater to blame, but the source from
which he received his information.—EDITOR JOURNAL ]

IN TRAINING.
THE ATHLETE’S FAREWELL TO HIS PIPE.

F

AREWELL, I bid thee, truest friend.
E’en though ’twill break my heart—
And yet ’twere better in the end
That thou and I should part.
Pew friends as staunch, as true as thee
Hereafter shall I meet;
Yet must I bow to Fate’s decree,
And leave thee, lose thee. Sweet 1
Between thy carven brier-wood jaws
The genial embers shine;
Awhile they glow, then sadd’ning pause—
Thy grief embitters mine.
Light ringlets o’er thy ashes curled
And bathed in beauty lay,
As down thy stem the soft wreaths whirled
And sweetened on their way.
We’ve witnessed many a bitter fight,
Of Carthage, Greece, and Gaul,
Par back ’neatli ancient History’s light
We’ve seen Rome’s empire fall.
Where’er I’ve roamed, or far or near,
Thou hast been by my side—
Ah, why is man’s chief pleasure here
To man so oft denied?
Farewell ! Time swift shall fly. Ah, yes,
Nor shall I wait in vain;
The day will come when I shall press
Thee to my lips again.
GAYNOE,

RUDENESS TO VISITING ATHLETIC TEAMS.
E find by t h e Pennsylvanian of May 15th that some of
the students of University of Pennsylvania were
guilty of gross and unseemly conduct during the Harvard-Pennsylvania game on Monday, the 13th, by hooting and jeering whenever errors were made by the
visitors. This, of course, caused pain and shame to
the friends of the home team, and the Pennsylvanian denounces the crime in unmeasured terms, and shows that
it speaks for the best interests of the university, and
voices the popular opinion, in doing so. Until we saw
the account in ths. Pennsylvanian we did not believe that
such an occurrence could take ulace at the University
of Pennsylvania. We had been under the impression
that it was the sorry monopoly of the young men at the
University of Virginia to extend this garlic-flavored
form of hospitality to visiting base-ball and foot-ball
teams. But there is this difference between the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Virginia,
that at Pennsylvania public opinion is on the side of
self-respect, and will not only crush out the disgraceful
feature, but will atone for it by manifesting a more
thoroughly catholic spirit of fair play in the future;
while at Charlottesville public opinion is on the side of
rowdyism; and the most flagrant offences against decency and self-respect are the most applauded. It is
true that individuals on the teams and among the students at the University of Virginia have felt aggrieved
at the wanton grossness of the conduct of the mob who
give character to the place, and have apologized for it;
but their efforts or their influence cannot give hope of
guarantee of sportsmanlike conduct, and white man’s
fair play, as we are certain will result from the words of
the Pennsylvanian.
Since writing the foregoing lines we have received
the College Topics of May 18th, which contains the following editorial paragraph :
“Our base-ball team is justly enthusiastic over the
gratifying reception accorded them by Cornell. Every
possible civility was proffered, the applause at the games
was impartial, and the ’Varsities come back with full
realization of the fact that courtesy and hospitality are
by no means confined to the South. Much has been said
of our customary luke-warm reception of visiting teams. '
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ERIN’S RUINS.

Y spirit speeds o’er the blue billows to-night
Eastward to Erin and seeking a height;
High hovering, it questions: Where shall I alight?
On the green of the fields which the blood shed in bold,
Bitter stiife has made fertile ? Or shall my wings fold
At some Auburn-like village where cottagers hold
Soul-stirring traditions, for centuries told,
Of the feats of their fathers, in battles of old.
No 1 not to the fields where the battlemen bled,
Who would live under Freedom or lie with the dead;
Nor down to the swain folk my spirit descends—
No 1 a sweet, sacred ruin of Erin, which lends
A key to the past, calls my spirit to-night,
And ’tis in this ruin my spirit will light.
Oh, Ruins of Erin 1 In you do we find
The glory and honor of ages enshrin’d;
How sweet ’tis to muse ’neatli your ivy-twined walls,
For each of your fair sculptured fragments recalls
Your olden-time fame when re-echoed your halls
With the voice of the bard and the harp’s silvery strains.
Are they vanished forever ? Ah no, there remains
In the wreck and the ruin of Erin the same
Sweet spirit of music that rapturous came
Willi the soul-stirring chords ’neath famed Carolan’s touch.
The Ruins of Erin ! Oh 1 where could there such
Time-hallowed memorials ever be found
As here in the Emerald Isle, where the ground
Is sanctified by the bodies which rest
’Neath the moss covered cloisters, which nobly attest
The life and the learning of those now at rest
In thi bosom, of Erin, the “ Land of the Blest.”
Nations may vaunt the victorious palm,
Castles and conquests for them have a charm;
Erin is proud of the fruit of her years,
Proud of her cypress leaf crown and her tears,
For the graves of her heroes are plenteous praise,
And her ruins far spread, is a hope of the days
Yet to come, when the gloom which her glory now shrouds
Will vanish and sunbeams will gleam thro’ her clouds.
J. P. O’BRISN.
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FROM THE SANCTUM.

T

HIS edition of the JOURNAL brings keenly home to
the ink-bespotted occupant of the Sanctum, the
realization that his days are numbered. That is, the
few days that remain for him to pen the editorials. His
hours are full of misery, for whilst he endeavors to formulate a few sentences so that they may be presentable
in print, there stares him in the face the beautiful illustrated pages of a Ganot’s Physics and the printed theses
for his last examinations. And in spite of this uncom
fortable state of affairs we shall be loath to leave those
ills we have and fly to others that we know not of. However, it is hardly time yet to say our parting words in
the editorial line, so we must proceed to the consideration of a more pleasing topic.
*
*

*

Taking into consideration the inclemency of the
weather and the heavy track, we must say that the games
held on the 15th and 16th to determine the make-up of
the Mott Haven team, were a success. The showing
made by the men who have trained 'faithfully entitles
them to applause, and we have reason to hope that some
events may be captured by Georgetown in the big meet.
The only fault that we can find, is that there were too
few entries in the various events. We know personally
that there are many men in the College who can make a
very creditable showing if they will only interest themselves enough to train. Georgetown may as well begin
now to encourage Field and Track athletics. Hitherto
football and baseball have engrossed our entire attention.
But now that football has been abolished, something
must take its place, and in our opinion these athletic
games will prove not only as interesting, but a much
more beneficial substitute.
*
*

*

This is a Georgetown year on the baseball field.

season is nearly finished and the team has made a glorious record. Only twice have they been defeated, and
in succeeding games they have outplayed in every point
the two colleges. The excellent work of our team is
truly wonderful. They have not, as other teams, been
coached by experienced hands. What they have done
is due entirely to their own perseverance and hard work.
In most cases this would lead to individualism at the
sacrifice of team work, but while every man on the team
may be justly termed a “star,” they have concentrated
their own individual light into one shining body, that
body the Georgetown Baseball Team. One point for
which this year’s nine is particularly noted is its batting.
A glance at the score sheets in every game will immediately make it manifest that we have the strongest batting aggregation ever seen in the college baseball world.
The outlook for next year is bright, notwithstanding the
fact that several of the players graduate this year. This
reminds us that it would be well for those who charge
Georgetown with professionalism, to look up the standing of each man for the past year. Such an examination
will show that the men who go in for athletics in this
college will average a higher percentage in studies than
the same number of men from any other college in this
country. We have but two more games to decide our
claim to the college championship, and we have no fear
in regard to the result. So let every man do his share
in cheering on the team to win, and honor be to those
who have so often and so grandly carried the Blue and
Gray to honor and victory.
*
*
*
In last month’s issue we expressed our earnest desire
to see this year’s elocution contest held public. Our
wish has been gratified and from reports at the present
writing, the move bids fair to prove a great success.
The main requisite for such success, namely, the interest
and zeal of the contestants, seems not to be wanting.
*

The

*

When the next number of the JOURNAL is in print, we
will be in the midst of the final examinations. When
the smoke and confusion of battle has passed away we
hope 8 e number of slain will be extremely small. There
is still time, however, to prepare for the fray unless
“Spring-fever” prevents.
We close with a sincere
wish for success to all in the finals.
R., ’95.

OBITUARY.

M

R. JOHN C. THOMPSON, A. B., ’42, died at Baltimore, Md., in the first week of May. He was one
of the oldest students of Georgetown, and one of the most
devoted among the very “ Old Boys.” In the early part
of the century his father migrated from Maryland, for
the purpose of founding a Catholic colony at Sharon,
Ga.
Here the subject of our sketch spent his early
years, and from Sharon he'entered Georgetown. Very
many of our “ Old Boys ” hailed from the same locality.
After Mr. Thompson’s graduation he settled at Laurel,
Md. He was always remarkable for his piety and devotion to the Mother of God. In later years he devoted much
of his spare time to Biblical Studies, and the branches
of natural history which it was the custom to discuss
in the magazines during the sixties in' connection with
the opening chapters of Genesis. While in affluence he
was a staunch friend of the Fathers of Loyola College,
Baltimore, to whom he lent money without security
when it was almost impossible to secure it in the usual
way. The civil war, however, swept away the bulk of
his fortune, and since that time he has lived in somewhat straightened circumstances. But in all his trials
there was a gaiety and joyousness and strength that could
only come from truly supernatural motives. His remains were taken to the old family homestead on the
Eastern Shore, and placed in the family cemetery. May
he rest in peace.
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The candidates for degrees were then presented as
GEORGETOWN MEDICAL SCHOOL COMMENCEfollows :
MENT.
Cornelius Neil Barry, A. B.; William Aloysius BenHE following account is taken from the Washington nett, Frank Wheeler Braden, John Dosher Brooks, A. B.;
Post of May 8th :
Robert Francis Carmody, A. M.; Thos. B. Crittenden,
Flowers, music, and the largest crowd that ever at- James Denslow Eggleston, Bolivar Lang Falconer,
tended a medical commencement in Washington, greeted Francis Mohun Furlong, Edward J. Hamilton, Edwin
the class of ’95 that Georgetown University graduated Marble Hasbrouck, Marion McHenry Hull, M. Sc.;
at the Grand Opera House yesterday. It was not like Alexander A. Macdonald, A. B.; Michael R. MacDonthe usual theater commencement. There was no closed ald, Thomas Benton McDonald, Bernard Francis Mchouse or artificial light, but all the back and sides of Grath, A. B.; Edward Joseph Mahoney, A. M.; Robert
the auditorium floor were thrown open and the bright Daniel Mayer, Francis Hannibal Miner, James Edward
daylight streamed in over the heads of the gaily dressed Nelson, Charles Emmet O’Connor, Edward Dyer Percrowd and across the footlights upon the class of twenty- kins, Theodore Sherman Palmer, A. B.; Abbott Smith
eight black robed, mortar boarded young medicos on Payn, Frederick Francis Repetti, Patrick Thomas Sullithe one hand and upon the faculty in citizens’ clothes van, Frederick Cleveland Test, A. M., and John S.
on the other. It was the first time a class had ever Thompson.
graduated in cap and gown from the medical school and
Nearly all of the candidates were greeted with cheers
they were greeted with lusty cheers and class yells from from their fellows in the audience, and for a little while,
the irrepressible undergraduates in the balcony when as Dr. Magruder was handing out the diplomas, one
they appeared on the stage.
might have imagined he was stemming the rush in a colThe medical class was ranged in a quadrant on one lege football game.
side of the stage, and facing them on the other sat the
The ceremony of presenting the diplomas over, the
faculty, while between the two sides stood the small valedictory was made by Edward Joseph Mahoney, A.
table bearing the coveted sheepskin, the possession of M., M. D.
which was to give the students the right to sign M. D.
Dr. Mahoney began by a humorous reference
after their names.
to the choice by the Faculty of the balmy springThe flowers were bright and numerous, and when the time as a fit occasion for letting loose the certificated
class rose to go after the exercises each man fairly young doctor upon the community, threatened with the
staggered under the load of friendly tokens that the epidemic of the small boy and the green apple. He
ushers had carefully piled upon them while they were then referred to the character of the Commencement
sitting down in defenseless silence listening to the exercises, and the meaning of the pageant to the memaddress of Dr. Kerr, the orator of the day.
bers of the Graduating Class. For them, although a
The ranks of the faculty sitting opposite the gradu- scene so much yearned for and ambitioned, it means the
ating class included besides Dr. George L. Magruder, parting of friends endeared by years of closest associathe dean of the medical faculty, Reverend J. Havens tion, and the assuming of new and grave responsibiliRichards, S. J, president of the University; Dr. ties. He next called attention to the great advances
Lovejoy, Dr. James Kerr, Dr. William Hawkes, made in surgery and bacteriology, and thus showed the
Dr. Frank Baker, Dr. Swan M. Burnett, Dr. Maurice great usefulness of the medical profession. Very hapMurray, Dr. Frederick Lee, Dr. Bayne, Dr. Coffron, Dr. pily he showed the dignity of the true physician, and
Ernest F. King, Dr. Stiles, Dr. Emery Reissinger, Dr. how sacred and priest like is his office. In conclusion
Barrie, Dr. Lochboehler, Dr. Watkins, Dr. E. H. Behri nd, he addressed himself to the Faculty, the Juniois, and
Dr. Stafford, Dr. O’Malley, and Dr. Blackburn.
his classmates, as follows :
Dr. Magruder was master of ceremonies, but the conGENTLEMEN OF THE FACULTY : You, who were once our
ferring of degrees was performed by Rev. Father Rich- teachers, but are now our friends, look back, perhaps,
ards, as the president of the University. In presenting through the vista of years, at the beginning of which
the candidates for degrees Father Richards spoke in gen- you stood as we stand here to-day. You wondered then,
eral terms of the widening sphere of medicine and the perhaps, as we wonder now, what the future might be.
increasing length and difficulty of the course necessary Could we but pierce the gloom and see before us such a
to attain a degree. The science of medicine, he said, future as yours has been a past, then could we truly say
implied a knowledge of almost every other branch of that your efforts in our behalf were not fruitless, and our
science. Man in old time was called the microcosm, labors not in vain. That you once stood at the beginthe little world, for in him truly were contained all the ning of a useful career fills us with new born hope. We
elements of a universe. As medical science progressed go forth with your teachings, your ideas, your princiit was found necessary to bring to bear in the treatment ples, with you as our models; and any small greatness
of disease all the known forces of the scientific world we may attain to will be but a ray of the brightness
to aid in the protection of man’s complex body against which we ever saw reflected in you. The intricate probthe inroads of disease.
lems of political economy have never been solved by
The sciences of anatomy and physiology, Father you, nor have you swayed vast multitudes by your eloRichards said, had become so closely allied to the prac- quence ; but you have done something far nobler,
tice of medicine and surgery as almost to be con- grander, holier; you have brought with you the ray of
sidered a part of the science of medicine itself. But hope into many a saddened home, and you have left bebeyond this the medical student had to be a chemist, hind you the sunshine of happiness. Such scenes have
that he might know the nature, origin, and effect of given you a heart among hearts; they have made you
his drugs ; he had to be a botanist for the same reason ; men among men. As such do we honor, esteem and
he had to be versed in the languages, that he might love you; and as we go forth to fight the battle alone
keep abreast of the science of other lands; he had to and unaided, we shall ever in the years to come hold in
be a biologist, familiar with the lower organisms now reverence the fond memories of you, our teachers.
known to be so potent in the production of disease;
To THE STUDENTS : To you, upon whom our mantles
and thus he had to lay under contribution the whole fall, we would offer that same fraternal advice which our
world of science before he could assume to commence predecessors bestowed upon us. The records of our stuthe practice of the important calling he had chosen. dent days, be they in our favor or against us, are now
Thus it was that the students who had finished the indelibly written. They must remain forever what we
course with the class of ’95 were to be especially con- have made them ; with time or distance they can know
gratulated that they had mastered the most extensive no change. Your history is yet to be written. The
and complex branch of modern science, and were ready writing of it is in your own hands. It shall be that
to be fairly launched upon the practice of the most which you make it, nothing more. See to it, therefore,
sacred of professions.
that you keep ever before your eyes the beloved banner

T
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of our grand, old University; mindful ever of the fact
that in honoring her you honor yourselves. May the
assurance of time well spent ever cheer you along the
path which is haunted by the phantoms of failure or neglect. Let vain regrets for time misspent have no place
in your future lives. For, “ of all sad words of tongue
or pen, the saddest are these, it might have been."
Upon you will be bestowed that same fatherly care which
we have experienced, and which a true affection and a
desire for your welfare alone can call into being. Be
true to yourselves, true to the professors who taught you,
and true to your Alma Mater ; and when you stand ready
to go forth from the shadow of the Blue and Gray to don
the armor to do battle in the holy cause you have
chosen, no heartier God-speed will sound in your ears,
no tenderer prayer for a blessing on your devoted heads
shall be uttered, than shall pour from the throbbing
hearts of the class of ’95.
To THE CLASS : And now, classmates, my last words
are for you. This day’s sun is setting for the last time
on the class of ’95. Man to man we shall meet perhaps,
but as a class we shall never meet again! Our paths
henceforth must lie apart. Shoulder to shoulder have we
encountered the difficulties of student life. One desire,
one ambition ever bound our hearts in brotherly affection. From acquaintance has sprung the love that shall
ne’er grow dim; though ages on may roll, it shall ever
brighten, evtr cheer the soul. Upon this day we have
dedicated ourselves to the service of humanity, and all
the glories and all the triumphs possible in such a cause
are not too much to recompense us for the loved companions we lose. From the happy greetings and careless jest of the students’ life we pass to scenes of responsibility, fraught with the issues of joy and sadness,
of happiness and misery, of life and death. To alleviate suffering, to bring back the roseate hue of health
to the pallid cheek, to snatch the victim from the jaws
of death are but part of the sacred mission we enter on
to-day. But perhaps a more important office than that of
physician to bodily ills is that of physician to the soul.
In this position we come not merely into official external contact with the sufferer, but we become the depositaries of conscience, the trusted, and it may be the only
possible, advisers in lives of affliction, grief or shame.
Hence by the very nature of the case we become ministering and guardian angels, a very priesthood with
prerogatives and powers sacred, holy and inviolable.
At our touch the sick are healed, the lame walk, the
blind see again. Our word is an exorcism to the demon
of disease. The memory of us produces sunshine and
joy ; the expectation of our coming gives birth to hope
that stays the hand of death. And as we stand here on
the threshold of our new lives, confronted by the onerous duties that await us, bound more closely and firmly
together by the ties of affection that have grown to maturity in the past, in this s demn hour of our parting,
who will blame us if we find it difficult to say that sad,
sad word, Farewell.
Dr. Kerr next addressed the graduates and spoke of
the practical side of a young physician’s life, and gave
much valuable general advice, which was duly appreciated by the young men to whom it was addressed.
After the emotions of the afternoon had somewhat
subsided a large majority of the medical students assembled at the Hotel Page, where an elaborate feast
was served.
The classes of ’95, ’96, ’97 and ’98 were represented,
and the following members of the various classes responded to toasts: Dr. E. J. Mahoney, “Our Alma
Mater;’’ Dr. R. F. Carinody, “Athletic Sports;’’ Dr.
C. N. Barry, “The Fair Sex;’’ J. Milton Heller, ’96,
“The Association;” M. D’Arcy Magee, ’96, “The
class of ’96 ;” Stuart Johnson, ’97, “ The class of ’97 ;”
J. C. Enwol, ’97, “Our summer vacation;” W. M.
Barnes, ’98, “The class of ’98,” and L. A. Walker, Jr.,
’98, “ Our library.”

[May, 1895.

GASTON HALL LECTURES.

T

-

THE RISE AND FALL OF MOHAMMEDANISM.

HE fourth and last lecture of the Gaston Hall series
for 1895, under the auspices of the Athletic Association, was given by the Hon. Judge Martin F. Morris, of Washington, on Tuesday evening, April 9th.
The audience was large and listened with great atten
tion to the end. The lighting arrangement on the stage
was much improved by the introduction of a drop light
of six incandescent lamps, so that the lecturer was not
obliged to read his manuscript notes by the aid of the
foot-lights, as the gentleman who preceded him had
to do.
The lecturer began by showing the area once covered
by the Mohammedan nations. It extended over threequarters of the Old World—from the wilds of Central
Africa to the table-lands of Mongolia, from the mountains of A'bania to the groves of spice that scent the
Indian Isles in the far-off eastern seas. Last in the
order of time of the seven great religious systems that
have divided and ruled the human race, it has shown
itself the incessant enemy of Christianity in the West,
and of Brahminism and Buddhism in the East. It has
succeeded for twelve centuries in holding its own
against every rival form of religion; and even in the
present century it is making inroads on territory once
thought secure. It has never yielded converts, and it
yields none now, to other forms of religious belief; and
no nation, tribe, or people, that once adopted its tenets
has ever abandoned them.
The lecturer next described minutely the career of
Mohammed and showed the rapid spread of his doctrines to Damascus and Jerusalem, Persia, Egypt and
Hindostan in the East, and along the African shores of
the Mediterranean from Cairo to the Strait of Gibraltar
—a series'of conquests, within the short space of eighty
years, which are absolutely unexampled in the history
of mankind. To these were soon added the conquest
of Spain from Gibraltar to the Pyrenees, and then came
the project of the complete subjugation of Europe.
Here the lecturer drew attention to the curious historic coincidence that thrice in ancient times, and
thrice again in modern times, the destinies of the human
race were made apparently to depend on the issue of a
sir gle desperate death-struggle between Europe and
Asia. At Marathon, Salamis and Arbela, Oriental despotism was arrayed against Hellenic culture and the
freedom of the human intellect.
At Tours, Antioch
and Vienna the same struggle was repeated in modern
times; ami Semitism was arrayed against Aryanism,
Mohammedanism against Christianity, and absolutism
of Asia against all the possibilities of European progress;
and on each occasion the civilization of the world
trembled in the balance. At Tours, in the eighth century, Charles Martel defeated the Arab hordes and saved
Europe from becoming Mohammedan. Again in 1098
the Crusaders under Godfrey de Bouillon, bytheir victory at Antioch, savtd Europe from a second Mohammedan invasion more formidable and disastrous perhaps
even than the one of the eighth century. Finally in
1688 the Mohammedan power became alarmingly aggressive, and extending its conquests from the Bosphorus to the Adriatic, and crossing the Balkans, overran Hungary and laid siege to Vienna. The German
Emperor fled ; the German Empire was paralyzed ; there
was no one able or willing to come to the relief of the
capital. The whole country from the Rhine to the Vistula seemed to be waiting in helpless amazement the result of the siege of Vienna.; and ready upon its termination to submit to the ruthless invaders. The empire
was tottering to its ruin ; and it seemed certain that the
Turks would effect a lodgment in the heart of Europe,
from which the roads to Paris and to Rome were equally
easy. All Europe at that moment seemed helpless to
prevent the result, or was basely indifferent to its con-
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sequences. At length the day for the assault of Vienna
was fixed, and there was but little doubt on either side
of the outcome of the struggle ; and but little doubt of
the fearful outrages that would follow the victory of the
invaders. In the doomed city hope was dead, but they
resolved to defend it to the last and perish in its ruins.
It was the night before the attack, and suddenly through
the darkness a thousand torches blaze from the heights
to the northeast of Vienna. It was the signal of the
arrival of Sobieski, the gallant King of Poland, to relieve the beleaguered city. With little more than thirty
thousand men, the leader of the Christian army put to
flight the Turkish army, numbering but little less than
three hundred thousand. This was the last effort in the
long drama of contest that had begun with the capture of Damascus in the year 634—a long, bitter, resolute struggle of more than a thousand years. This
was the beginning of the end of the power of the Turkish
Empire and of Mohamrtiedanism; John Sobieski had
completed the work of Charles Martel and Godfrey de
Bouillon.
The lecturer next turned his attention to the charac
ter, causes, and circumstances of the mighty power that
thus so dangerously contended with our Western civilization for the supremacy of the world. To that end he
sought to point out the true character of Mohammed,
the secret of the unexampled success of his religion,
what gave it its past and present stability, what are its
prospects for the future, and what has been its influence
on the development of the human race. Having thoroughly discussed each point thus enumerated, the lecturer concluded by saying : “ It is scarcely possible that
the tide of Mohammedan invasion should ever again
roll westward over Europe, even temporarily or spasmodically. The Moor and the Algerine will never more
come forth from their pirate dens on the Mediterranean.
The dream of Abdabrahman and Mustapha is now forever impossible of realization.
“Even in Asia the power of Mohammedanism is broken.
The Mohammedan principalities of Central Asia are in
the iron grasp of Russia. Persia is the puppet of the
cabinets of London and St. Petersburg. There are more
Mohammedans within the dominions of the British Empire than within the territory of the Sultan of Turkey.
The Sultan of Turkey-shivers on the Bosphorus awaiting
the blow which only the mutual jealousy of Europe temporarily withholds, but which, sooner or later, must
inevitably fall. And yet the fanatical spirit of Mohammedanism shows no signs of dissolution or decay;
and the pilgrimage to Mecca is as devoutly made as
when the Caliphs ruled in Bagdad ; and the shout of
‘Allah, Illah, Allah’ goes up as earnestly as it did in
Beder’s Vale, or on the morn of the battle of Asoalon.
The phenomenon of a simultaneous political decay and
religious awakening is one of the many curious characteristics of the present condition of Mohammedanism ;
and coming at a time when the races both on the east
and the west of it are displaying renewed vigor in all
the paths of energy, it will undoubtedly merit the closest
interest of the student of human progress.
Zoroastrianism is not dead, but merely shrunken and
shrivelled. So, perhaps, will Mohammedanism shrink,
possibly not die. But its course as a conquering creed
is at an end.”
Thus ended a most pleasing and instructive lecture of
a most delightful series, for which we have to thank the
managers of the Athletic Association.

WITH THE OLD BOYS.

M

ANY of our readers will recall the excellence of
the JOURNAL in the days when Mark McNeal, ’93,
was Editor-in-Chief. The same Editor-in Chief entered
the Novitiate of the Society of Jesus at Frederick soon
after graduation, and now he is at Georgetown again
during the experiment of the month of hospital usually
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made by each novice during the two years of probation.
The hospital visited here is the Home for the Aged
under the Little Sisters of the Poor. The life at the
Novitiate must be a bright, cheerful, happy life, for
Mark appears to be in perfect health, and as lightsome
and happy as the day is long. He addressed the Preps,
during the May devotions, and as usual showed how
happily great fervor and great common sense may be
united in the missionary.
Recently we have had some pleasant visits from
Paul R. Randolph, at Georgetown in ’78. He comes
occasionally to spend a pleasant hour with Father Carroll, and talk over old times, and spin a stray yarn
about his experience in Mexico.
One of the visitors at the Georgetown-Yule game was
Joseph F. Kernan. He has but recently returned from
Europe where he spent about a year on account of ill
health resulting from over-work. He is now quite restored.
The town of Eau-Claire, Wis., went through the agony
of a municipal election lately. Among the favorites was
Joseph VV. Singleton, ’86, who was elected Corporation
Counsel—Congratulations.
We find in the Catholic Sentinel of Chippewa Falls,
Wis., a report of an eloquent address before the Eau
Claire branch of the A. O. H., by J. W. Singleton, ’86.
the occasion being his installation as president of the
branch, January 27, 1895. It is gratifying to know that
the “Old Boys” are steadily coming to the front all
over the land.
James- A. Gray, ’88, is at present a member of the
Arkansas Legislature. He writes about the very pleasant surprise to him to find among his colleagues another
devoted son of Georgetown in the person of Capt..S. F.
Hilzheim, a Washington boy in residence here in ’64’66. The Saturday Bee, of Little Rock, Ark., has been
publishing a series of illustrated articles under the caption; “Men who are making Arkansas;” and in its
issue of March 3, 1895, L publishes the portrait of our
old friend James A. Gray, and gives the following most
flattering notice of him ;
“One of the rising young men of Arkansas is the
Hon. James A. Gray, lawyer by profession, and at the
present time the junior representative from Pulaski
County in the Lower House of the General Assembly.
Mr. Gray was born in the City of Augusta, Ga., on December 8, 1866, and received his early education in the
public schools of that beautiful city. In 1888 he graduated from the famous Georgetown College, of Washington City, being second in a very large class. In 1891
he received the degree of Master of Arts, having a year
previous been admitted to practice law in the Supreme
Court of Arkansas, his law reading having been done in
the office of Caruih & Erb. Mr. Gray was one of the
organizers of the Young Men’s Democratic Club of this
city and is an ex-president of that popular and influential organization, being also second vice-president of
the famous Old Hickory Club. He has always taken an
active interest in county politics, but not until last summer did he enter the political field as a candidate. He
entered as a candidate for representative, and out of
fourteen candidates he led the field in the primaries, and
in the general election he led the ticket again. He has
not been a drone in the Legislature, as is sometimes the
case with young men who go there, but has been a hard
worker, both on the floor of the House and in the committee-rooms. He is the author of several important
measures, one of which is the mechanics lien law, in the
interest of mechanics and workingmen. This bill passed
the House promptly, and has every likelihood of becoming a law. Another very important bill—and one which
received the unusual compliment of a unanimous vote—
was the bill requiring that silverware marked ‘ solid,’
‘sterling,’ ‘coin,’ etc., shall be as represented, and
another was to require city improvement boards to re-
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port to the city council. Mr. Gray led in the fight for
a second circuit judge in Pulaski County, and he also
took a prominent hand in the bill for a new State House,
fighting for it to the very last. In fact, he has always
been found on the side of right and progressive enterprise, and it is confidently believed that he will take high
rank among the lawyers of the State and will wield a
power in politics that will be second to but few.”

career, and it is my most ardent hope that I may live to
behold the noon-day splendor which such a dawn foretells. Those who know me best know that I do not
indulge in fulsome praise; but I would suppress what I
tnink I ought to give expression to if I should fail to
state to the court here, and my professional brethren
present, that my prediction is that if length of days be
granted him who has just addressed you, the time will
Dr. Henry L. Hayes, Poetry ’85, M. D. ’90, called at come, may it please the court, when the Chicago bar—
the College recently to take leave preparatory to start- counting over the jewels that bedeck its roster—-will
ing for Germany, where he will devote himself for a pause with pride at O’Donnell’s name.”
year or more to special studies in medicine.

Stephen Q. Hayes, ’92, is engaged at the Westinghouse Electric Company, at Pittsburgh, where several
other Georgetown men are employed. He has received
flattering offers from Cornell, and another college, to
become an instructor in electrical engineering, but he
prefers to wait until he shall have acquired a wider ex
perience in the practical side of his profession.
We had the pleasure of a visit during the month from
Joseph M. Dohan, ’86. His law practice in Philadelphia is very good, and he is, besides, president of a
paper manufacturing company.
A pleasant visit from F. Joseph Semmes, ’90, recalled
the pleasant days when he had charge of the Exchange
column of the JOURNAL. It is a pleasure to find those
who helped so thoroughly to contribute to Georgetown’s
glory and greatness in the past still ambitious to have
the work perpetuated, and if possible enhanced.
At a meeting of the Naval Board of the Schuylkill
Navy held May 6, Mr. Charles H. A. Esling, of the
West Philadelphia Boat Club, was voted the credentials to represent the Navy at the Henley regatta.
Edward L. Keyes, Jr. (A. B. 1893), recently entered a
competitive examination for the post of resident student
at the New York City Hospital. In the competition
were the brightest students from all the medical schools
in New York and some from other cities. Mr. Keyes
took the first place, and in consequence obtained the
most coveted hospital appointment in New York. This isa
triumph of which Georgetown may be proud', and it augurs
a brilliant career in his future profession for our alumnus.
Eddie Keyes will long be remembered as one of the
best students in every department of the course ; one of
the best athletes, ablest speakers, and most cultivated,
noble, conscientious, manly and modest gentlemen who
ever passed from the halls of the old college to the busy
strife and conflict of the world.
Another honor for Georgetown no less remarkable
than that achieved by Ed. Keyes, was won by Dr. E. J.
Mahoney, M. A. ’93, who graduated at Georgetown,
Medical School, May 7. He went to Philadelphia two
days after his graduation to pass a competitive examination for the position of hou-e surgeon at St. Agnes’ Hos
pital in that city. There were 82 candidates. A few
days later Dr. Ed. received a telegram announcing that
he was successful and was awarded the position.
News of Pat O’Donnell, ’93, continues to be of the
most gratifying character.
Lately he was engaged
as associate counsel in a celebrated murder trial in
Chicago, and for the first time addressed a jury. We
may judge of the brilliant effort Pat made when his
associate counsel, in his address to the jury, felt called
upon to refer to it in the following manner:
“ May it please your Honor, and Gentlemen of the
Jury:—It seems almost like an extravagance of prudence
and an excess of caution for me to add anything to the
splendid argument that you have just listened to from
my talented associate; but, gentlemen of the jury, I
would do violence to the sentiments of my heart on this
occasion, if I failed to express publicly the interest and
pride with which I have listened to his eloquent words.
It was, as I know, his first address to a jury. It was, so
to speak, the dawn, or sunrise, of his professional

ATHLETIC NOTES.
BASE BALL.
SUMMARY OF GAMES.

March 29—Georgetown, 19; Vermont,
April
6—
22 ; Murray Hills,
;
(5 innings.)
10—
14; Lehigh,
11—
20 ; Yale,
16—
7 ; Princeton,

w;

17—

24 —
May

18; Richmond Col.,

4—
6—

3>
7;
12 ;
16;
2
7;
32 ;
8;
3;

8—
—
!5—

11

18—

22—
June

4—

Virginia,
Pennsylvania,
Johns Hopkins,
Virginia,
Johns Hopkins,
Naval Cadets,
Pennsylvania,
Princeton,

Total
225
75
Games played, 15; won, 12; lost, 3. Average, .88.
Total runs in 15 games, 225 ; as against 75 runs by all
opposing teams.
GEORGETOWN,

l8;

RICHMOND,

5.

April 24 we beat the Richmond College team by a
score of 18 to 5, making eighteen safe hits with a total
of twenty-four bases. About 300 people witnessed the
game, and enjoyed it immensely because of the free
hitting.
Features of the game were a home-run hit by Reardon,
Dan McCarthy’s hitting, McGrath’s fine fielding, and
Carmody’s pitching. The latter had the visitois completely at his mercy from the start, striking out eight of
them in the early innings, and then, seeing that his side
had the game well in hand, reduced his speed. The
Richmonds then managed to get in a few hits, but they
did r.ot count much in a run-getting sense. The game
was umpired bv Pitcher Wm. D. Mercer, of the Washington National League team, and that he would make a
good one is shown in the fact that not one of his decisions was questioned by either side. The score :
GEORGETOWN.

RICHMOND.

R. II. O. A. E.

ITarley, If
B. Mahoney, 2b..
Sullivan, c
Carmody, p
McCarthy, cf
G. Mahoney, lb,p
McGrath, ss
.J. Murphy, 3b
Reardon, rf
M. Murphy, p
Total

4 3 0
3 2 2
4 3 12
1 0 0
0 4 0
0 2 7
0 0 3
2 10
4 2 0
113

0
0
1
2
0
0
5
2
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

18 18 27 10 3

R. H. O. A. E.

Phillips. 31)
McNiell, 2b
White, cf
Ellyson, p
Lunsford, c
Leonard, ss
Lockett, If
Binford, rf
Edwards, lb
Wilson, cf
Totals

112 3 0
2 2 112
2 12 10
0 2 110
0 0 5 0 0
0 0 12 0
0 0 2 0 1
0 13 0 0
0 17 0 0
0 0 0 0 2
5

8 24 8 5

Georgetown
0 5 0 1 4 3 4 x—18
Richmond College
0 2 0 0 0 1 0 1— 5
Earned runs—Georgetown, 8; Richmond, 3. Left on liases—
Georgetown, 10; Richmond, 6. First base on balls—Off Carmody,
3; off Mahoney, 3; off Ellyson, 5. Stru k out—By Carmody, 8;
by Ellyson, 5. Home run—Reardon. Three-base hits—E. Ma-
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honey and EIlyson. Two-base hits—McCarthy and White. Stolen made seven runs, six of them earned, by hard, sequenbases—Harley, E. Mahoney, Sullivan (2), McCarthy (2), Murphy (4), tial hitting. Of Georgetown’s ten hits seven were for
and White. Hit by pitcher—By Eilyson, 1. Wild pitch—Car- more than one base.
mody. Passed ball—Sullivan. Umpire—Mr. Wm. B. Mercer.
It cannot be said that Schoenhut pitched a weak game,
Time of game'—1 hour and 35 minutes.
GEORGETOWN, 3; UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA, 5.

May 4. Our visit to Charlottesville was anything but
pleasant. The fatigue of the travel was very great ; the
provisions made for rest and dinner before the game
were only such as a railroad restaurant in the wilds of
Virginia could afford. Add to this the Comanche-like
civility with which we were treated by the body of the students on the field, and some idea may be had of the work
we had to do. They hooted, yelled, guyed, and jeered no
matter what we did ; they threw stones at Reardon while
waiting at first to run for Sullivan ; they interfered with
the players who went after a ball outside the ropes,
making it impossible for them to field the ball even if
they had a chance to do so ; and in one instance the
ball was struck out of Carmody’s hand when he was about
to throw it home. Under all these circumstances it
was a miracle we scored at all—and if the University of
Virginia considers that a victory to hurrah for, and be
proud of, we are willing to be beaten every time. It required a degree of fortitude almost amounting to a sacrifice of self-respect to play the game to a finish; but
lest there should be a loop-hole for cavil against the
Blue and Gray we stood it out to the bitter end.
After the second inning Virginia realized that, even
with the terrible odds against us, there was no hope for
the gentle artists of the fair Southland. We made our
three runs in the third inning.
GEORGETOWN.

VIRGINIA.

R. II. O. A. E.

Harley, If
110 0 1
Eil.Mahoney,2b... 1 2 7 4 1
Sullivan, c
117 11
Oarmody, p. lb... 00110
McCarthy, cf
0 0 3 0 0
G.Mahoney,lb,p.. 0 2 5 0 1
McGrath, ss
0 0 13 1
Murphy, 3b..
0 13 2 0
Reardon, if
0 0 0 0 0

H. O. A. E.

Garnet, ss
Neeley, lb
Huger, 2b
Kincheloe, cf
Cochran, c
Williams, 3b
Allyn, rf
Nelson, p
McCabe, If

2 0 0 2 1
0 2 11 0 0
0 12 2 0
0 0 3 0 0
0 0 9 2 0
1113 0
110 0 0
110 3 0
0 1110

Totals
3 7 27 11 5
Totals
5 7 27 13 1
Georgetown
0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0—3
Virginia
1 4 000000 0—5
Earned runs—Georgetown, 2; Virginia, 2. Left on bases—
Georgetown, 4; Virginia, 5. First base on balls—Off Mahoney, 2; oif Nelson, 1. Struck out—By Carmody, 5; by Mahoney, 3; by Nelson, 8. Home run—Ed. Mahoney. Two-base
hits—Nelson and Neeley. Sacrifice hits—Harley (2), Sullivan,
Murphy, Garnet, and Huger. Slolen bases—Harley, (2), Sullivan,
Murphy, Garnet, Huger, and Allyn. Double plays—Ed. Mahoney
to G. Mahoney; McGrath lo Ed. Mahoney to G. Mahoney. Hit by
pitcher—By Carmody, 1; by Nelson, 1. Passed balls—Sullivan (2)
Umpire—Mr. Fred. Harper.
GEORGETOWN,

7;

U.

OF PENN., 6.

The Philadelphia Press, of May 7th, gave the following account of our game with University of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia :
The Georgetown College nine came to town yesterday,
and last night a Quaker scalp was dangling at Mahoney’s belt in sad company with those of Yale and Princeton. Georgetown won for the simple reason that she
had the superior team. Pennsylvania played the better
fielding game and her battery work was not marred by
a single misplay of any kind. Georgetown’s factors in
the earned victory then were the pitching of Mahoney
and the hard and consecutive hitting of her first six
batters. She seemed perfectly confident of victory and
“ played ball ” when the score was 5 to o against her at
the end of the third inning. For three innings Schoenhut retired the Georgetown men in one, two, three
order. During this time Pennsylvania had scored five
times. The big fellows who composed the visiting team,
however, did not seem one whit affected and in the very
next inning got on to the ball and slammed it to left and

center at a terrific rate.

Before the game was over they

for he did not. Holding a team like Georgetown down
as well as he did and not making a battery error of any
description is a creditable performance. If any criticism can be made on his work it is that he kept the ball
too much over the plate in the fourth and fifth innings.
Schoenhut needs an old head behind him. His support
was almost faultless. Hollister dropped a fly that let in
a run, but this was the only error that counted. The
fielding of the entire Pennsylvania infield and the catching of Reuning w'ere of the highest order.
Mahoney pitched a capital game for Georgetown. He
kept the hits within a reasonable limit and had them
well scattered. The support rendered him by Harley,
McCarthy, E. Mahoney and Sullivan was excellent, except that the latter’s throwing to second was weak, and
the Quakers thereby were able to steal bases almost
every time they got on first.
The strongest lesson taught by this game is the advantage of bunching the best batters on a team. Both
Georgetown and Pennsylvania have some men on their
teams that cannot hit the ball at all. Capt. E. Mahoney has three such, and he bunched them at the end of
the list, the result being that the hits of the strong batters were not rendered futile by the interspersing of
weak batters among them. The result of this was shown
by the sequential slugging in the fourth and fifth innings.
Georgetown did not throw away any of those hits. She
made them all count. Such, however, was not the case
with Pennsylvania. She, too, has weak batters, and
Capt. Blakeley is unwise enough to intersperse them
among the men who are rated as good batters. Georgetown, yesterday, by her system, only had two men left
on the bases. Pennsylvania, by bers, had four times
that many. In this way Capt. Blakeley lost the Brown
game. Capt. Blakeley’s best batters are Hollister, Avil,
Goeckle, Schoenhut, Blair, Reuning and himself. The
other men he played yesterday are powerless before a
good pitcher, no matter how they may slug some easy
one like Fishel, of Columbia. The Harvard game is
coming, and Pennsylvania “rooters” are “rooting”
for you to bunch the aforementioned seven batters,
Captain Blakeley.
When the game started at 4 P. M. about 2,500 people,
including many ladies, were gathered in the grand
stand on Franklin Field. Pitcher Mahoney could not
connect with Hollister’s grounder and the latter stole
second. Avil and Grey strut k out. McGrath’s short
throw enabled Goeckle to reach first and Hollister to
score. Goeckle stole second and scored on Schoenhut’s
home run over the center field fence. McGrath’s short
throw gave Contrell his base, but Blair closed the inning by a foul to Sullivan. Three runs for the Quakers
looked like a good lead, especially as the visitors went
out one, two, three on easy chances.
In the second Blakeley hit for a base, stole second,
and scored on Renning’s single into right. The latter
was left as Hollister, Avil and Grey were easy outs.
Another run was added in the third on Schoenhut’s
base on balls, McGrath’s fumble of Blair’s grounder,
and Blakeley’s single between third and short. Blair
was thrown out at the plate while trying to score on the
same hit.
Georgetown opened up in the fourth with one out.
E. Mahoney hit over third for two bases and came home
as Hollister dropped Sullivan’s fly, the latter reaching
second and scoring on Carmody’s single into right.
McCarthy’s three-bagger to center brought Carmody in
and McCarthy scored on G. Mahoney’s double to left.
Two more were added in the fifth on Harley’s double to
left, E. Mahoney’s triple in the same direction, and
Sullivan’s double to left. Another came in the sixth on
G. Mahoney’s great drive over the left center field fence
for four bases.
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The score was now 7 to 5 in Georgetown’s favor and
the visitors never crossed the plate again. In the
fourth Pennsylvania had been easily shut out, but in
the fifth her chances for runs had been rosy. With one
out Goeckle had beat out his hit to McGrath and stolen
second, and Schoenhut had reached first on balls.
Contrell, as usual, was unequal to the emergency, fouling out to third. Blair also failed to connect, dying on
an easy fly to Harley. In the sixth Pennsylvania v/as
out one, two, three. In the seventh, with the students
cheering and singing for all they were worth, she scored
one run. Avil hit to center for a base. Grey’s sacrifice advanced him to second and he stole third.
Goeckle’s safe bunt brought him home. Goeckle took
second on Schoenhut’s sharp single to centre. Contrell
again was unequal to the occasion, dying on an easy fly
chance. Blair hit to pitcher Mahoney and throwing
his bat along the ground to interfere with the fielder,
was called out, and two men died on bases. The
Quakers, although needing but a single run to tie the
score, were easy outs in the eighth and ninth.
THE SCORE.
PENNSYLVANIA.

GEORGETOWN.

R. H O. A. E.

R. H. O. A. E.

Harley, If
E. Manoney, 2b....
Sullivan, c
Carmody, lb
McCarthy, cf
G. Mahoney, p....
McGrath, ss
Murphy, 3b
Reardon, rf
Total.

113 10
2 3 2 1 0
117 3 0
1 1 10 0 0
1 2 2 0 0
12 0 10
0 0 10 3
0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 1
7 10*26

Hollister, cf
Avil, ss
Grey, rf
Goeckle, lb.
Schoenhut, p
Contrell, 2b
Blair, If
Blakeley, 3b
Renning, c
Total

6 4

1110 1
112 2 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 2 10 0 0
2 2 0 1 0
0 0 2 3 0
0 0 0 0 0
1 2 2 3 1
0 17 11
6

9 24 10

3

*Blair out for interfering with fielder.
Pennsylvania
31100010 0—6
Georgetown
00042100 x—7
Earned runs—Georgetown 0; Pennsylvania 2. Two-base hits—
Harley, E. Mahoney, Sullivan, and G. Mahoney. Three-base hits—
E. Mahoney and McCarthy. Home runs—G. Mahoney and Schoenhut. Sacrifice hit—Grey Double plays—Blakeley, Contrell and
Goeckle; Avil and Goeckle.
Stolen bases—Hollister, Avil,
Goeckle (2), Blair, Blakeley and Renning. Struck out—Avil, Grey,
Schoenhut, Blakeley (2), McCarthy, G. Mahoney,' McGrath and
Reardon (2). First base on called balls—Hollister (2), and Schoenhut
(2). Fumbles—McGrath and Renning. Wild throws—McGrath (2)
and Blakeley. Muffed flies—Hollister and Reardon. Passed ball—
Sullivan. Time—2 hours. Umpire—Joe Adams, of Frankford.
GEORGETOWN, l6;

UNIV. OF VIRGINIA, 2.

The following account 4s taken from the Washington
Times, May 12th :
OLD

VIRGINIA

IS

TIRED — CLAIMANTS

FOR

CHAMPIONSHIP

HONORS SNOWED UNDER — GEORGETOWN IS INVINCIBLE —
THE BLUE AND THE GRAY PLAYED RINGS AROUND THEIR
OPPONENTS
SPLENDID

MAHONEY
SUPPORT

PITCHED

LOCALS

HIT

SUPERBLY
HARD

AND

AND

HAD

OFTEN

NELSON KNOCKED OUT OF THE BOX.

Now let’s begin, boys,
Just rub it in, boys,
Make Old Virginia groan and sigh ;
We fixed Old Yale, boys,
Pulled the Tigers’ tail, boys,
Blackened poor Pennsy’s eye.

The Georgetown University base ball team clinched
its cliim yesterday afternoon on the championship of
Southern colleges by winning with ridiculous ease from
the strong team from the University of Virginia, to the
tune of 16 to 2.
The Blue and Gray has won from all the colleges of
the North and South, which have defeated Virginia, and
now has a clear title to the championship.
To say the victory yesterday was enthusiastically received is putting it mildly. For, to the right of the
grand stand was stationed the Georgetown Glee Club,
and everywhere were the rooters, and as the home team
rolled up score after score, it was greeted with a loud
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“ Hoya ! Hoya Saxa ! ” or with college songs, composed
for the occasion. The visiting team was accompanied
by about 200 rooters, who found little occasion for letting off their pent-up and highly explosive steam, except to answer occasionally Georgetown’s “Old Hundred” with a faint “Dixie.”
The threatening weather served to keep many persons
away, but notwithstanding this there were about 1,500
present to witness the crushing defeat administered to
Virginia’s favorite aspiring and perspiring college aggregation. Both sides of the field and the space in
front of the two stands were lined with spectators. The
grandstand was filled with ladies in bright costumes. A
large number of vehicles, flying college colors, lined
the right field side and prominent among these
was a big coach decorated with the “ blue and orange ”
of the visiting college.
The local team clearly outbatted, outfielded, and in
every way outplayed the visitors.
George Mahoney
filled the central point for Georgetown, and pitched,
as he always does, a superb game, and had the visitors
almost at his mercy. He also fielded well and batted
like a fiend. He was splendidly received by Sullivan,
who caught the game without an error.
Nelson, the star pitcher of Virginia’s ’Varsity, had no
terrors for the Blue and Gray, and in the fifth inning he
was knocked out of the box and gave way in the next to
Neely, after which the locals only scored once more.
During Nelson’s incumbency three home runs over
left and center field, and seven safe hits, including three
doubles, had been recorded, and he was glad enough to
exchange places with First Baseman Neely.
The trea ment yesterday of the visiting rooters and
team was of the best possible kind, being gentlemanly
and sportsmanlike, and in striking contrast to the reception of the Georgetown team at Charlottesville.
Here the visitors were treated to sweet music by the
Glee Club, and their disastrous visit was made as agreeable as their sore disappointment and shock would permit.
After the game the locals lined up at the gate and gave
the Virginians a grand send -off with a song and a hurrah.
During the game some Virginia sympathizers strove
to cheer on the men from Charlottesville by singing in
a rough and unpretentious fashion a verse to the effect
that they desired very much to “ hang George Mahoney
on a sour apple tree,” but the incantation did not work.
The Georgetown boys, on the other hand, punctuated
the entire two hours with repeated volleys of “ Hoya !
Hoya! Saxa!!” and the firecracker “ Hickey-HickeyHi-Ki” ; and the Glee Club opened every inning with
one or other of the following moreeaux, dedicated (without permission) to the visitors :
Now, let’s begin, boys;
Just rub it in, boys.
Make old Virginia groan and sigh
We fixed old Yale, boys—
Pulled the tiger’s tail, boys—
Blackened poor Pennsy’s eye.
Old Virginia’s doomed to fall,
Since she cannot Hit the ball,
And her heavy hitters split the air in two.
But when the game is o’er,
She will wonder Why she’s sore,
For we’ll change the blue and gold to black and blue.
What will your alma mamma say'!
Oh, my! ’ginia, ’ginia, ’tisn’t in ye;
What will your alma mamma say ?
Oh, me! oh, my!
The babies are among us.
With their rattles and horns galore.
They’ve come to wreak their vengeance—
They’ve sworn to have our gore.
Bat when the game is over,
Oh, what a tale they’ll tell.

We’ll double the score, as we’ve done before,
And, fare you well.
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The last stanza was sung as a solo by Andr6 Scanlan, in the sixth. In the seventh the locals made one run,
whose beautiful tenor voice rang out over the entire their last one, after Harley struck out. E. M.ahoney
field, and nearly held the two teams spellbound. A took his base on balls, and stole second and third, and
stranger near the grandstand was heard to say that if he came home on Nelson’s passed ball. Sullivan went out
could bring nothing else back to Virginia, he would be at first, and Carmody lined one out over third, but was
pleased to bring back that voice.
put out at second on MeCarthy’s hit.
Georgetown went first to bat, and scored one run in
Blanks were drawn in the eighth and ninth, and the
that inning on E. Mahoney’s single and error of Gar- procession, with the locals at the head of it, was over,
net, and steal of second and third and home on passed and Virginia went quietly away, completely snowed
ball.
under one of her most disastrous defeats. To-day her
Virginia also made one in the first inning on Garnet’s players are telling each other how it all happened.
single and error of Murphy, and a steal and home on
The whole of the local team played excellent ball
Williams’ out at first.
but above all the splendid work, in addition to that of
The second was more fruitful for the locals. G. Ma- the battery, of E. Mahoney and McGrath, and Murphy
honey hit safely and a lucky steal of second and third, and Carmody shone out strikingly. McGrath, McCarthy
and home on Reardon’s hit and force-out at second; and E. Mahoney led in batting.
Murphy drew a base on balls; McGrath hit safely;
For the visitors it must be said they played a good
Hardy landed safely on first and then E. Mahoney drove game, fielding well at times and running well, but they
a long fly to deep center, and Murphy and McGrath failed to connect with Mahoney’s delivery. Kincheloe
scored on the out. Score, 4 to i. The visitors drew at center and Garnet at short and Williams at third
blanks in the second, third, fourth and fifth.
with Kern at left played their positions well and were
Everything seemed easy for the Blue and Gray, and repeatedly applauded for their good work.
in the third it clinched matters by piling up six more
Manager Thomas Nelson came in for considerable
runs. Carmody hit for two bases, and McCarthy fol- congratulation upon the splendid victory of the team
lowed with a single, and both scored on G. Mahoney’s over whose destinies he presides.
corking home run drive through left center, past the
The score is as follows :
gym. McGrath was easy out at first, and Murphy had a
GEORGETOWN.
VIRGINIA.
good eye for four balls, and in quick succession stole
R. H. O. A. E.
R. II. O. A. E
second and third, and now it began to rain, and the
0 110 0
Garnett, ss
114 3 2
drops came thicker and faster, and Virginia sought to Harley, If
Mahoney, 2b.. 3 1 3 3 0
Neely, lb & p
0 2 4 1 0
delay in the hopes that more rain would come and stop E.
Sullivan, c
114 2 0
Taylor, 2b
0 2 3 1 1
the game, but the rain did not stop it.
Carmody, lb
1 2 10 2 1
Allyn.rf
0 0 0 0 0
Reardon was given his base; on Harley’s out Murphy McCarthy, cf
3 2 0 0 0
Williams, 3b
1 0 2 3 1
0 0 4 2 0
scored, and E. Mahoney’s long drive for a homer brought G. Mahoney, p.„. 3 3 3 4 0 Kincheloe, cf
es
2 2 5 3 1
Cochran, c
0 0 10 1
in Reardon ahead of him. Sullivan hit for two bags, McGrath,
Murphy, 3b
2 1111
Kern, If...:
0 0 10 1
but Carmody went out at first, and the rain came down Reardon, rf
1 0 0 0 0
G. Nelson, p& lb 0 16 2 0
harder than ever, but the game went on.
H. Nelson, c
0 0 2 1 1
In the fourth Georgetown became weary of scoring,
Totals
16 13 27 15 3
Totals
2 6 27 13 7
and “ Old Virginia,” which had the reputation of “never
tiring,” certainly got tired of- chasing after the hits and Georgetown..
1 3 6 3 2 0 1 0 0—16
prayed that the rain might stop the game, but neither Virginia
100001000—2
the rain nor their tactics to retard its progress stopped
Earned runs—Georgetown, 7. Two-base hits—G. Mahoney, Sulthe game, and the locals added three more runs to their livan, Carmody. Home runs—E Mahoney, G. Mahoney, McGrath.
collection. McCarthy hit safely and G. Mahoney, on Stolen bases—Reardon, Murphy (3), E. Mahoney (8). Sacrifice
an error of Kincheloe, landed on first and then the two bit—Williams. Double plays—E. Mahoney, McGrath ; Murphy,
Carmody, McGrath. First base on balls—Off Mahoney, 4 : Off
came in on McGrath’s “homer” past left. In this in- Nelson,
4; Off Neely, 2. Hit by pitched ball—Allyn. Left on
ning H. Nelson went in to catch in Cochran’s place, and bases—Georgetown, 3 ; Virginia, 7. Struck out—By Mahoney, 5 ;
handled himself well.
by Neely, 3. Passed balls—Sullivan, Cochran, H. Nelson (2).
And still it rained and victory so well earned seemed Time—2 hours. Umpire—Mr. Sneeden.
likely to be cut off by the downpour, but the players
went on and the fifth inning was begun with E. MaGEORGETOWN, 27 ; JOHNS HOPKINS, 3.
honey’s out to Garnet, Sullivan—think of it—Sullivan
bunts and beats its out, Carmody went out to Garnet,
Our men went over to Baltimore on the 15th to play
McCarthy hit safely, and G. Mahoney again came on the return game with the Johns Hopkins nine and
deck and he laces one away out past right, scoring Mc- Georgetown won without an effort to the tune of 27 to 3.
Carthy and Sullivan, but is himself put out at second.
We played to the smallest crowd any college team has
In the Virginia half of the fifth E. Mahoney executed played before during this season. There were fifty persons
a beautiful double play.
Nelson had hit safely and on the grounds, including ticket takers and groundGarnet lined a terrific one just over E. Mahoney’s head, keeper.
for which he jumped and reached with one hand and
Every man on the Georgetown team is credited with
caught as it came down and completed the play by two or more hits. Twenty-seven hits in all, with a total
touching G. Nelson off second. The play was loudly of thirty-eight bases was enough to win several games.
McCormick pluckly twirled the entire nine innings for
applauded.
Nelson had suffered enough for one day.
He had Hopkins.
pitched great ball and had good support, but he could
Carmody pitched six innings for Georgetown, holding
not longer stand the cannonading of the Blue and Gray, ihe opposing team down to six scattering hits, and then
and so he exchanged places in the sixth with First Base- he gave way to Andre Scanlan, to give him some pracman Neely.
tice, and he finished out, allowing but one hit in thre.e
All this time the glee club was counting up the scores innings and striking out four men.
in chorus and singing among other things, “ Rub it in,
The features of the game on the part of Georgetown
boys, and make all we kin,” which was answered by a were a phenomenal one-hand running catch of McCarthy; a double play, unassisted, by Murphy, who
“ Dixie ” and a groan.
In the sixth the visitors scored their second and last j climbed high in the air for a liner and then touched out
run on Williams’ base on balls and his steal to second a runner who would have scored on the hit. McGrath
and home on Kincheloe’s hit over second.
and Ed Mahoney played a great all-around game.
The rain had ceased when Georgetown drew a blank
The details of the slaughter are as lollows;
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pair of trousers offered by Mertz to the local player who
made the largest number of hits, being credited with
four hits.
Isaacs,
1
b
0
17
0
2
Harley, 1. f
5 3 0 1 0
112 0 4
The whole team played gilt edge, snappy, fast ball,
E. Mahoney, 2 b.. 3 3 0 3 0 George, 3 b
0 0 3 0 0 especially noteworthy being Harley’s brilliant and alSullivan, c
2 3 9 0 1 Hemick, 1. 1'
1 2 9 2 0
Carmody, p
3 3 0 2 0 Bartlett, c
most phenomenal fielding at left. He covered almost
McCarthy., c. f
4 3 2 0 0 McCormick, p.... 0 10 2 1
an acre of ground, and accepted every chance and killed
Nelson,
c.
f
112
0
1
G. Mahoney, lb.... 2 2 10 3 0
0 12 2 2 several hits good for homers by long running catches.
McGrath, s. s
2 4 2 3 1 Busor, 2 b
0 0 13 1 The last ball batted in the ninth was sailing gayly toMurphy, 3d b
2 3 2 3 0 Lackay, s. s
0 0 10 0
3 3 2 1 0 Williams, r. f
Reardon, r. f
ward the College steps when Dickey ran with it, and,
Scanlan, p
1 0 0 0 0
Totals
3 7 27 9 11 leaping high, cut short its mad flight amid the most enthusiastic applause.
.
Totals
27 27 27 16 2
McGrath, at short, fielded splendidly, and his hitting
1 0 9 0 6 5 1 2 3—27
Georgetown.
..1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—8 was opportune, landing safely when hits were needed.
Johns Hopkins..
Dr. E. Mahoney had a number of calls and a very
First base on balls—Off Carmody, 1; off Scanlon, 1; off McCor- busy day, but cleverly cared for everything that came
mick, 4. Struck out—By Carmody, 6; by Scanlan, 4; by McCor- his way. J. Murphy, at third, and Carmody, at first,
rnick 3 Three-base hits—G. Mahoney, Harley, Bartlett. Iwo- fielded their positions well. The former purloined a
base hits—Carmody, Harley, E. Mahoney, G. Mahoney Sullivan, number of bases on little Reuning.
Reardon (2). McCormick, Bartlett. Double plays-J. Murphy unIn the fourth inning Smith collided at first with Carassisted. Hit by pitcher—By McCormick, 4. Passed balls—Sullivan, 1; Bartlett, 4. Umpire—Mr. Green. Time—2.10.
mody’s injured foot-ball knee, and he retired in favor
of Martin Murphy, who played the game very cleverly.
McCarthy and Reardon took good care of the few
GEORGETOWN, 8; PENNSYLVANIA, 2.
chances they had in center and right field.
[From Washington Times, May 23d.]
When Georgetown won from Pennsy on the latter’s
The Georgetown University base-ball team scored the
grounds the score was 7 to 6, the former making ten hits
greatest of its many victories of this season yesterday
afternoon, when it defeated in handsome manner the to their opponents’ eight, and in to day’s game the
home team made sixteen hits to four hits by the visitors.
strong team from the University of Pennsylvania, with
In both games the same batteries officiated.
the score of 8 to 2.
It became evident from the very beginning that the
The afternoon was an ideal one for the game, and the
locals were out to win in great style, and the results
2,500 spectators present thoroughly enjoyed the interverify the prediction. They had their “good eyes”
esting contest. The grandstand was filled to overflowing. with them, and hammered “good Mr. Schoenhut” alThe ladies that could not get even standing room in the
grandstand were provided with chairs in front of it. most endwise.
Georgetown went first to bat. Harley was the first
Both bleachers were filled with real rooters for both
man up, and gave a specimen of what his team had in
teams, and long rows of spectators were strung out on
store by driving out a two-bagger past center and adthe field lines, and in the background were several
vancing to third on E. Mahoney’s fly out to left. Sullidozen handsome turnouts.
van scored Harley on his two-bagger, and was himself
A large delegation of “ Pennsy ” Alumnae were on
pushed to third on Blakely’s error of Carmody’s hit.
hand with colors of “blue and red,” and all about was
McCarthy made the second hand out on a fly neatly
seen the “blue and gray.” On the bleachers off first
taken in by Reuning. G. Mahoney’s three-bagger past
base was the College Glee Club, which sang merrily
the gym scored Carmody. McGrath was safe on first
during the game, led by the splendid tenor of Andre
through the error of Grey, scoring Mahoney. Murphy
Scanlan.
is intimate with Schoenhut, and was given his base on
It was indeed a gala day on Georgetown field. Even
four bad ones, but he and McGrath were left standing
the horses were gay, for at least three of them made
when Reardon flied out to Blakely. Four runs had been
desperate efforts to make “home runs,” doing no other
scored ; enough to win an ordinary game.
damage than smashing a wheel or a shaft.
The visitors blanked in their half on Hollister’s foul
The Pennsy team, next to Georgetown, is considered
and out to Sullivan, and Avil’s out from McGrath to
the strongest of the big college teams, and yesterday’s
Carmody, and Schoenhut’s out from E. Mahoney to Carsecond victory over it by Georgetown has no small
mody. The visitors also blanked in the second and
meaning. It simply means that the local team has now
third.
,
already demonstrated her right to recognition in the
Harley opened the second with a safe hit, and reached
make-up of the new big college base-ball league which
second on E. Mahoney’s fly to Grey. Sullivan flied out
is spoken of.
to Goeckel, and Carmody scored Harley on his long
The local team clearly outplayed its opponents yesdrive past first, which Goeckle thought a foul, but which
terday at every point, in batting, fielding, and basewas clearly fair, and McCarthy was the third out, on his
running.
Schoenhut and Reuning, the “star” battery of Pennsy, fly to Goeckel.
Score 5 to 1, and the rooters and singers made the
officiated yesterday, and received excellent support;
stands shake with their 100 calliope-power enthusiasm.
indeed, at times when any of the many drives from the
In the third G. Mahoney drove a three-bagger to the
locals’ bats came within reach, the fielding was brilgym, and scored on McGrath’s hit over second, who
liant, but no team could stop such a cyclone of batting
stole second and afterward third on Murphy’s out to
as Georgetown let loose.
Goeckle. Reardon and Harley flied out to Contrell and
In addition to the excellent work of the battery,
Goeckel, respectively.
Goeckel at first base put up a “star” game, fielding
Pennsy was playing a good, steady game, and by no
perfectly.
.
.
means felt disheartened, but the batters could not get
The other visitors whose playing was noteworthy are
the hits out of reach of the very spry local fielders, and
Blakely, at third, who fielded splendidly; Gray, at left,
after Gorman struck out, the next two were easy outs.
and Contrell at second.
.
, ,
Score, 6 to o.
Again George Mahoney added to his already brilliant
E. Mahoney opened the fourth on a fly out to Gorman.
record as a pitcher; he put up a star game also in fieldSullivan made his third safe hit to right, and Carmody
ing and batting. His delivery was_ a puzzler to the
followed with a duplicate of it, and both were advanced
Pennsys at all times, and only four times did they hit
by McCarthy’s long hit to center. Then G. Mahoney
safely
He is certainly one of the phenomenal pitchers sacrificed to first, scoring Sullivan, but McGrath couldn’t
of the season. And dear old Sullivan caught and threw
get one past Contrell, and was thrown out at first.
GEORGETOWN.

R. II. O. A. E.

JOHNS HOPKINS.

R. H. O. A. E.

to bases to the queen’s taste, besides whtch he won the
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The visitors were about due for a run, and made one,
JUNIOR NOTES.
after which Goeckle and Gray were out on easy chances
On
May
15,
in
a
three-hour game, on Georgetown
from E. Mahoney to Carmody. Smith drove a hard one
to Mahoney, and while running to first he collided with campus the Reserves were defeated by the Mount St.
Carmody, and unfortunately struck the latter’s injured Joseph s team by a score of 10 to 5. Georgetown’s
knee, and he retired from the game, and Martin Murphy men, with the exception of Martin Murphy, were unable
took his place. Smith in the meantime had reached to hit the ball. It was only by reason of de Bullett’s
third before’the ball was fielded in, and scored on Sul- wildness and Murphy’s hitting that Georgetown was
livan’s first and only passed ball. Reuningand Blakely able to score at all. Only eight hits were made off
hit safely, but were left on Contrell’s out from J. Mur- O’Connor against seven off Mount St. Joseph’s pitchers,
but the hits of the visitors were timely and not as
phy to M. Murphy, and the score stood 7 to 1.
The fielding continued brilliant on both sides, and widely scattered as the locals. In fielding Finke and
the fifth inning was reached. J. Murphy hit over Con- Daffron showed up exceptionally well. The score :
trell, but the runner was put out while stealing second.
GEORGETOWN.
MOUNT ST. JOSEPH’S.
Reardon’s fly was muffed by Reuning, and the runner
R. H. O.
R. II. O. A. E.
was advanced on Harley’s out from Contrell to Goeckel, Murphy, lb
0 4 12
Green, ss
3 .1 1 3 1
0 0 2
and scored on E. Mahoney’s long one, poked over Gaynor, 2b
Daffron, cf
0 110 0
0 0 5
Camalur, 2b
3 13 11
second, and the latter was advanced on Sullivan’s long Dugan, c
Keane, If
Ill
Hoover, c
2 0 7 4 0
hit toward the gate, but M. Murphy left both standing McGuire, cf
Ill
McIntyre, If
0 10 0 0
by striking out.
Green, ss
0 1 0
Lytner, rf & p
0 0 3 5 0
2 0 1
AfterGorman flied out to McGrath, Hollister scratched Smith, rf
O’Donnell, lb
0 17 0 0
10 1
Bullock, 3b
1 2 4 2 0
a safe one, but Avil flied out to Harley, who took the O’Connor, p
Finke, 3b
0 0 3
deBullett, p&rf.. 11110
ball on a run. Schoenhut was the third hand out.
Georgetown drew blanks in the sixth and the remain
Total
5 7 26*18 5 | Total
10 8 27 16 2
ing three innings, but Pennsylvania scored one more
*0’Donnell out for not running.
run, and that one in the sixth. Goeckle scored on his
Georgetown Reserves
0 0 0 4 0 0
0 1—5
pretty hit to deep center, and a steal and an advance on Mount St. Joseph
3 1 2 3 0 1
0 0—10
Gray’s hit, and Reuning’s out to M. Murphy. Gray was
Three-base hit—Murphy. Two-base hits—Murphy and Green
put out between third and home and Contrell flied out (St. Joseph’s). Umpires—Messrs. Burke and Deery. Time of
game—3 hours.
to Harley, and the score was 8 to 2.
The remaining three innings were fruitless as to runs
FIELD SPORTS.
but very prolific in brilliant fielding, especially in the
ninth, when Goeckle after a hard run off first took Mur
Our “Field Sports” at Georgetown were set for May
phy’s foul near the bleachers; difficult stops and throws 14th, but, owing to the unfavorable weather and
by E. Mahoney to M. Murphy off Blakely’s and Con the consequent poor condition of the grounds, only a
trell’s sharp hits. But the climax of enthusiasm wa; portion of the programme came off on the 14th, the rereached when Harley, after a long run and a jump mainder being put off until the 15th. The results were
scooped in Gorman’s fly to the roadway. It was a won- as follows :
derful play and a brilliant finale to Georgetown’s most
PUTTING THE SHOT: George Mahoney, 39 ft.; George
successful and most remarkable season.
Merrick, 35 ft. ; W. E. Fox, 32 ft.
The umpiring of H. S. Adams was fair and impartial.
THROWING THE I6LB. HAMMER: George Mahoney, 98
He was prompt and correct in his decisions and gave ft.; J. O’Connor, 90 ft ; T. Welsh, 85 ft.
general satisfaction. He would make a good man on
THROWING THE BALL: George Mahoney, 314 ft. ; J.
Mr. Young’s League staff. The score is as follows:
O’Connor,
ft. ; R. J. Harley,
ft.
GEORGETOWN.
UNIT, OF PENNSYLVANIA.
RUNNING BROAD JUMP: George Mahoney, 20 ft. 2 in. ;
R. H.
A. E.
R. II. O. A. E. Andre Scanlan, 19 ft. 5 in.; Julius Walsh, 18 ft. 6 in.
Harley, If
2 2
0 0 Hollister, cf
0 110 1
STANDING BROAD JUMP: George Mahoney, 9 ft. 8 in.;
E. Mahoney, 2b.. 0 1
Avil, ss
0 0 0 1 0 A Scanlan, 9 ft. 7 in.; H. J. Kelly, 9 ft. 5^ in.
Sullivan, c
2 4
Sclioenhut,
0 0 110
HIGH JUMP: Arthur McElhone, 5 ft. 4 in.; Julius T.
Carmody, lb
1 2
Goeckel, lb
1 2 12 0 0
McCarthy, cf
0 1
Grey, If
1 0 2 0 0 Walsh, 5 ft. 2 in.; D. Ferguson, 5 ft.
G. Mahoney, p.. 2 2
Reuning, c
0 0 5 0 1
RACES.
McGrath, ss
0 1
Blakely, 3b
0 15 3 1
J. Murphy, 3b.. 0 2
Contrell, 2b
0 0 110
ONE MILE: R. D. Douglas, ’96, first; F. McAnerney,
Reardon, rf
1 1
Gorman, rf
0 0 0 0 0 ’98, second; Charles R. Claiborne, sp., third. Time:
M. Murphy, lb.. 0 0
Totals
2 4 27 8 3 5 min. 20 sec.
Totals
8 16 27 17 2
880 YARDS: D. J. Holt, sp., first; R. D. Douglas, ’96,
Georgetown
41111000 0-8 second; Joe Sullivan, ’97, third. Time, 2 min. 13 sec.
Univ. of Pennsylvania
00010100 0—2
440 YARDS: W. E. Fox, ’97, first; D. J. Holt, sp.,
Earned runs—Georgetown, 7. Two-base hits—Reardon Harlev second. Time : 1 min. 3 sec.
Sullivan 2. Three-base hits—G. Mahoney 2, Carmody Stolen
220 YARDS: W. E. FOX, ’97, first; Julius T. Walsh,
bases—Goeckel, Grey. Hollister, Reardon, J. Murphy, 2, McGrath 2
Sacrifice hit—G. Mahoney. First base on balls—Off Mahoney, 3- 98, second ; Robert Smart, med., third. Time: 24 sec.
100 YARDS : W. E. Fox, ’97, first; Robert Smart, med.,
oft bchoenliut, 1. Left on bases—Georgetown, 11; U. of. P.’ 8.'
Struck out—By Mahoney, 2; by Schoenhut, 2. Passed balls—Sul- second; F. B. McAnerney, ’98, third. Time: 1 of sec.
livan. Time—2 hours. Umpire—Mr. H.S.AdamsTHREE-LEGGED RACE : W. W. Dixon and Rob. Walsh,
first; E. F. McManus and J. P. O’Brien, second.
TEAM RACE: Class ’95, first; Class ’96, second; Class
YARD ASSOCIATION.
97,
third; Class ’98, fourth.
The election for the officers of the Yard Association
MILE WALK: W. E. Cameron, 8 min.; Joe Sullivan,
for the ensuing year took place on Tuesday, May 14th.
8 min. 10 sec.
It resulted as follows
Considering the poor condition of the grounds and
Vice-President
Walter S. Martin, ’96.
the lack of any very systematic training by the comManager of Base-ball and Footpetitors, the showing is very satisfactory.
t>a11
Conde M. Nast, ’94.
A summing up of the two days’ events shows that
Manager of Field and Track
George Mahoney, ’98, won the all-around championAthletics
...Chas. B. Burke, ’98
ship and the gold medal that goes with the honor, havSecretary
:.
Frank E. Slattery, ’96
ing scored 25 points. Fox, ’97, won the silver medal
Official Reporter
Thomas J. Duffy, ’98.
for second place, with a record of 16 points. Douglas,
Billiards
James E. O’Connor, ’98. ’96, and Holt, special, tied for third place, each having
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7 points to his credit. The freshmen won the turkey
supper for the relay race and also scored the highest
number of points. Their total was 44, and the next
highest approach to it was made by the sophomores with

For the quantity of its spring verses The Dial carries
off the prize. It has no less than seven pieces. But
despite their number each and every one of them is
quite creditable. The best one though is the following roundel:

17
OurRepresentatives at Mott Haven were McShane,
Fox Douglas, and Cameron. As was to be expected,
the ’lack of any systematic training prevented their ob. taining any place in the finals. Next year, however, we
hope to have better results for the Blue and Gray.

The breath of Spring is in the air,
A hint of heaven is in the breeze,
Slow stirs new life within the trees
And quickens all the woodland bare.
With fragrance sweet beyond compare,
The goddess sends from southern seas
The breath of Spring that’s in the air,
The hint of heaven in the breeze.

Writing in the University Courier of May 29th, Edward
M. West says :
Strewn be thy path with roses rare,
Pennsylvania’s victory over Cornell on Saturday ahows Pennsy ^
Bright goddess, queen of vernal glees,
vania to resume her position in the front rank of base ball, ltie
And nature’s choral symphonies:
loss of the series to Georgetown was to be expected, since GeorgeFor thee may summer lingering spare
town^18 todayunquestionably, the strongest team in the college
1'he breath of Spring that’s in the air.
ranks excepting no one. Possibly, of the remainder, Yale has the
strongest team, with a question as to how the other teams compare
The Laurentian follows suit with more Spring verse of
Pennsylvania is not, strictly speaking, in the category with these
two- although, considering the handicaps under which the team which we clip
has labored, they have done creditable work.
WINTER’S RETREAT.
From our point of view the rating of the Pennsylvania
Where the fitful borealis
team is incorrect. Mr. West’s decision is very likely
Nightly lights the northern sky,
based on the showing of the year’s scores; but bare
And its nervous pennants Streaming
statistics never afford a correct decision. Our experiSouthward past the zenith fly;
Where the ice in glassy poniards
ence on the diamond this year shows us that the team
Fringes round the drooping eaves,
that gave us most to do, and compelled us to play ball
And the frost its lacy patterns
all the time, and in true scientific team-fashion, was
On the quiet window weaves;
Pennsylvania ; and next to her came Princeton. PennWinter now in consternation
Flees before a subtler foe,
sylvania’s fielding was vastly superior to any thug we
And withdraws his lingering forces,
encountered this season; and, as in every other part ot
Trenched behind the drifted snow,
the game Pennsylvania is easily the equal of Princeton
While the forest’s brown mosaic
or Yale we are of the opinion that to her belongs the
Opens like a treasure door—
Bursting buds and blossoms cover,
second ’place. This is the general opinion at GeorgeEverywhere the woodland floor.
town, and for the reasons given. We are unwilling to
appear so much at variance with public opinion as to
And then the University Courier gives us the following
give Yale fourth place instead of second; but we are
convinced that a fair trial would show the correctness in another vein, partly its own and partly clipped :
of our judgment.
SONG OF THE SEASONS.

B

SONNET.

OHEMIA, if I would, I could not tear
Myself away from thy sweet bondinage;
For I am held a captive in thy cage;
Though chained, more free than e'en the lark from caie.
But none can know how binding, though how fair,
Thou art, until they read a careless page
And act a scene or two upon thy stage.
Then do they wish thy tender smile to share;
Then does thy voice to them seem sweeter far
Than sweetest bird-song, or the languid roll
Of summer star-lit seas. And when they are
Thy subjects bending ’neath thy fair control,
They ofttimes muse what geni’s magic car
Transported them to loved Bohemia sgoal.^ R Baby> ,g5.

EXCHANGES.
\ PRIL has come and gone, leaving us a pile of exchanges around which floats the song of the blue
bird and the soft, warm fragrance of leaves and blossoms.
In both prose and verse, but more especially 111 verse,
do we find this springness ; and though at times overdone, on the whole, it is decidedly refreshing. Our
friends of the gentler persuasion are especially prominent in this line.
,,
The Niagara Rainbow begins with “ lhe Blue Bird,
and later on gives us “Spring Rain,” two very clever
bits of verse. In fact, the whole get up of this paper is
exceptionally good. The variety of its contents was one
point that struck us. Biography, travel, the essay and
verse, all come in for their share of attention, making a
very readable number.

A

One Swallow does not make a summer,”
A long-forgotten poet sings,
But I have seen a small grasshopper
Make half a dozen springs.
— University Courier.
But more, the skin of a banana,
Tossed on this big terrestrial ball,
Can, without any aid whatever,
And without effort, make one fall.
—Columbus Dispatch.
Hear me 1 while that may all be tine,
Here’s greater truth with which to reason:
Our cook, with just a pinch or two,
Can manufacture any season.
— Ohio State Journal.

TO OUR PATRONS.
Our Advertisers are the true friends of the JOURNAL—they
supply the life-blood without which the historv of our school
life could not be chronicled and presented for the admiration
and imitation of future generations. It cannot, therefore, be
a matter of surprise if we heartily recommend them to the
patronage of our readers, the students, and their friends visiting Washington. It would enhance the position of the JOURNAL
very much before the commercial and advertising- portion of
the community if it could be known that patronage was consequent upon announcement in our pages. Boys, can you not
see to it that this be done ? Patronize the JOURNAL Hotels,
and Restaurants, and Jewelers, and Clothiers, &c., &c.
TROY,

N- Y.

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC
Established 1826. INSTITUTE
««nrf for Cataloi
Send for Catalogue to theDirector

KLIN33C.LH
A School of Engineering.
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NY style clothes won’t do!
a suit won’t do !
W%

'M

Going to a tailor and paying $40 or $45 for

It isn’t good judgment, when we can sell you equally

stylish clothes and fit you faultlessly for half the money.

The next time

you want a suit drop down and look through our stock.

If the clothes

jj

aie not fully satisfactory you do not have to keep them.

PARKER, BRIDGET & CO.,
315 7th Street N. W.

A. W. FRANCIS,
(SUCCESSOR

TO

NOSH

WALKER

OUR

4 Co.)

TflILiOR, CLIOTHIER R JSt D

MEN’S ^FURNISHER.
BOYS’ CLOTHING A SPECIALTY.

very best advertisements are
never printed. They are walking around Washington—Business men, professional men,
clerks and mechanics, who
have bought their Hats and
Furnishings of

ih

Sliirts Made to Order. '1'ailoriiij* Department
on Second and 'A'liird Floors.

625 PENN. AYE., N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

G. WARFIELD SIMPSON,

AUERBACH,
623 Penna. Avenue N. W.

s===TAI LOR ======
Cor. 12th and F Streets Northwest,
Wasliinsfton, I>. c.

NORDLINGER’S
TAILOR-MADE CLOTHING.

B FUIiIi IiINE OF CENTS’ FURNISHINGS.
TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS.

3107 and 3109 ffl Street,

Georgetown, D, C.

A. M. BAER,

ai\A C^OCOE.A'I'^.

Purity of Material and Deliciousness of Flavor Unexcelled.

Novelties in Fancy Baskets and Bonbonniers Suitable for Presents.
Corner 12th and F Streets N. W.,
Branch of 863 Broadway, Hew 7or):.

Nobby Clothing, Fine Furnishings,
HOPKINS’

.. . &0]VEi0lV£ (/

HATS.

WASHINGTON, I>. C

or express? carefuliy Peeked and shipped to all parts of thecountry by mail
everywhere?3 ^

Chocolates for eatin

S

and

drinking for sale by Grocers

Agent for the most Celebrated styles of DERBYS.
X. IS. Cor. 32d and M Streets,

Georgetown, i». c.

SAKS & COMPANY,

•^SPRING AND SUMMER^A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

*

»

#

DRY SO0DS

«

#

@

OUTFITTERS,

Can always be found at ——

GIBBONS

&

HOSKINSON’S

3135 M (BRIDGE) ST., GEORGETOWN-, D. C.

tST’We will be-thankful for a share of your patronage.

Dress Suits
For Hire.
KEEN’S,
1312 F STREET.

CAN BE CHARTERED FOR THE

Bail Gamas aqa all oilier osoasions.

300 to 308 Seventh St., Washington,

CLOTHIERS, TAILORS,7 HATTERS,1

***

***

AND

*

». c.

**

*

*

FURNISHERS IN RELIABLE GOODS.

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE JOURNAL.
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THe Voigt piagaotming Jewelig Bo.,

MEN’S SHIRTS TO MEASURE.
We are splendidly equipped
for making to measure skirts
;ure

bi.

F

(OR
OR
OR
OR

No. 713 Seventh Street Northwest,

DRESS,
OUTING,
BUSINESS,
TRAVELING,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

For Full Dress Occasions.
QUALITY, FIT, STYLE, WORKMANSHIP AND PRIDE GUARANTEED.

E. VOIGT, Manager.

We also make to Measure:

Pajamas, (or East India Sleeping Suits),
Flannel Night Shirts, Flannel Underwear,
Flannel Bath Robes, Blanket Robes, etc.

Woodward & Lothrop,

Pennsylvania Railroad
The Great Trunk Line of the United States.

10th, 11th and F Streets H. W.
SHORT LINE TO THE NORTH AND EAST.

SAFEST, FASTEST AND FINEST TRAINS
IN AMERICA RUN VIA

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
(ROYAL

BLUE

LINE)

pull/qai? Buffet, parlor apd Slqepiqcj <Rars.
THE DINING GARS
Are the Most Complete Structures in the World.

Fourteen Splendidly Equipped Trains between Washington and New York.

BETWEEN

NBW YORIG

Five Fast Express Trains to the West.

PHlLiflDEIiPfim, BflLiTIJVIORE,

Twenty-five Fast Trains between Washington and Baltimore.

AND WASHINGTON■i

L°f

For tickets and information apply at the office of: the

Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, Baltimore & Potomac Kailroad bta
All trains vestibuled from end to end and protected by Pullman’s 13th
tion, or to
Anti-Telescoping Appliance. All cars lighted by Pintsch gas
COLIN STUDDS,
Dining cars on famous Five-hour Trains between New York and
Passenger
Agent Southeastern District.
Washington.
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad maintains complete service of Yestibule Baltimore and Potomac Depot,
Sixth Street Station.
Express Trains between NEW YORK. CINCINNATI, ST. LOUIS,
TELEPHONE NO. 1265.
and CHICAGO. Equipped with Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,
running through without change.

B. B. WADDBY,

All Through Trains between the East and
West Run via Washington.
Pull information as to rates, time of trains, Sleeping Car accommodations, etc., can he secured at Ticket Offices, New Avenue and
15th Street, 619 Pennsylvania Avenue, and at Station, Corner New
Jersey Avenue and C Street.
S. B. HEGE,
CIIAS. O. SCULL,
Dis. Pass. Agent,
Gen. Pass. Agt.,
New York Ave. and 15th St., N. W.,
Baltimore, Md.
Washington, D. C.

3139 »I Street,

FASHIONABLE HATTER,
ONLY LATEST STYLES IN HATS.
Youmans, Dunlap, Knox & Miller Styles. Agents for Lincoln, Bennet &
Co. London Hats.
—

,AFETY

AND

Excelsior Security Oil.
Eor Sale by all the Leading Grocers.

THE DULY SOLID HfV. P.

T. MORAN,

FAST FLYW6 VffiMWW

BETWEEN

Washington, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago and
All Points West, Northwest and Southwest.

ASSURED

.... J3Y USING ....

Telephone Call 1591.

VESTIBULE TRAINS WITH DINING GAR

SATISFACTION

*

^

Wholesale Flour and
Feed Merchant,

3261 M STREET NORTHWEST.
T. J. MAYER.

B. L. GALT.

nARRIET T. GALT.

Thp F F V Vestibule Limited leaves B. & P. Station at 11.10 P. M. daily,
with Through Sleeping Car to Cincinnati & Louisville, bleeping CarCincmnati to Chicago and
no jlmited with Sleeping Car Washington to Cincin-

W. M. GALT & CO.,

nattTndtoapohs^and^t? “without chanPgef and Parlor Cars Cincinnati
^For-1 ticket^,Sleeping-car'accommodations, call at C. &0. Office, 513 and

Flour, Grain, Feed, Etc.,

1421 Pennsylvania avenue.

Telephone Call. 1066.

GEORGE M. BOND,
City Passer Agent.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE JOURNAL

Yale mixture Smoking Tobacco.

Richmond
Straight Cut
No. 1
Cigarettes.
CIGARETTE SMOKERS, who are
willing to pay a lit tie more than the
price charged for the ordinary trade
Cigarettes, will And THIS BRAND
,,
, „
superior to all others,
rr. _ .
rom the bri hte8t most
and
*. fr
,
delicately flavored
Orio-inai
-Lf af grown m Virginia. This is the Old and
tlieytar1] OT5an<1 °f Straiffllt Cut Cigarettes, and was brought out by us in

iii

Unequalled for Delicacy and Flavor.
YALE MIXTURE is now packed in two
blends, one of which contains less St James
Parish Perique and more Turkish and Havana,
thus reducing the strength without impairing
the flavor and aroma. The boxes containing
this blend have the word “MILD” printed
across the top. The original blend remains
unchanged.
A two ounce trial package by mail, postpaid for25 cents.

°Fpackage.
CITATIONS, and observe that the firm name as
Deiow is on every

ALLEN & GINTER,

MARBURG BROS.,

The American Tobacco Company,

Tlie American Tobacco Co., Successor,

Successor, Manufacturer,

Baltimore, Md.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
7A

DELIGHTFUL

SWrOKB.

El Comendador ^c. Cigarros.
Sumatra Wrapper, Long Havana Filler.
• lie Best on tlie Market.

Try it and be Convinced.

^
JAS. L. BARBOUR&SON,
bl 7 and 61 9 Pennsylvania Avenue N. W.

PALMER’S

LEMON SODA,
SARSAPARILLA,

GINGER ALE,
ORANGE CIDER,

MASSEY’S XX ALE AND PORTER,
AND

25%

;

(% A PS, TOBACCO, ETC.,
1347 I*eu«sylvaiila Avenue N. w„
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Jmid.^gtoljlrpap, ^opfectiopery,
1254

•{ 1232 30th street N.W.

DISCOUNT FROM ANY LIST PRICES
EXCEPT MY OWN.

STREET,

GEORGETOWN,

D. C.

pine Candies and Cakes, lee Cream, Ete.
Orders for Cakes or Ice Cream Promptly delivered at the College.

J. T. Varnell & Son,

I MANUFACTURE
Sundries'1’

HIGH

Keeps always on hand a full assortment of

SCHUT/aS MILWAUKEE LAGER.
W* ^ DEPOTS

DANIEL EOUGHRAN,
IMPORTER OP AND WHOLESALE DEALER IN

- WHOLESALE DEALERS IN-

BaS<3 Bal1, G mna

y

stic, Athletic, Bicycle Clothing and

I SELL
Guns, Hities, Itovolvers, Ammunition and Bicycles.

Chicago Dressed Beef.

I SUPPLY
New York, Xavier and University Athletic Clubs, Georgetown
Stevens, lordham, Princeton, Yale Colleges, and many others.

K05. 10 ai?d 11 U/l?ol(?sale Ffou;,

Send for New Catalogue Free.
35 West 135th St.

WN. WOOD,

New York.

BICYCLES AND REPAIRING.
Excellence, - Promptness,

-

Mutton, Lamb and Hogs, Lard, Canned Meats and Provisions,

Econo?ny.

F. S. CAHILL, & CO.,
Cor. Eighteenth Street and Pennsylvania Avenue.

TELEPHONE 474-2.

/TfarRet,

WASHINGTON, I>.

c.

JAS. T. CLEMENTS,

Undertaker
AND

EMBKL7WER,
1211 32d Street (74 High Street, Georgetown), West Washington, D. 0.
EVERYTHING FIRST CLASS AND AT REASONABLE RATES.

THOMAS E. WAGGAMAN,

M. J. KEANE,

Wholesale Tobacconist,

Real Estate Broker & Auctioneer,
917 F STREET,

Sole Proprietor of “THE GEORGETOWN MIXTURE.’

313 Penna. Ave. N. W.

MHSHINGTON, D. C.

Houses For Rent and Sale, and Money to Loan In sums to suit, at 6 per
’Phone 1844. cent, per annum.

GEORGETOWN

IV
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After The Game Is Over,
Before the game,—all the time,—Remember that TAPPAN sells all the
BASE BALL goods that are recognized as best. We want your entire trade,
if we may have it, and we’ll do as we’ve done in the past—the best we know
how to please you.

M. A. TAPPAN’S,

ATHLETES’
SUPPLY HOUSE,

1013

Sweaters

Samuel T. Davis.

James S. Davis.

PENNSYLVANIA AVE.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JAMES Y. DAVIS’ SONS,
FASHIONABLE

HATTERS and FURRIERS

for Men and Boys.

YOUMAN’S CELEBRATED NEW YORK HATS.

Handknit Lamb's Wool Sweaters,

1201 Penn. Avenue, Corner 12th Street.

C. H. FICKLING & BROS.,
Real Estate, Insurance Loans, Collections.

in black, navy, white, garnet and gray,
for Boys up to j 2-inch sizes,

1264 32D STREET N. W., AND 1406 G STREET N. W.
Telephone 595.

Washington,

u. c.

for Men, all sizes,

Telephone 1033.

NOTARY PUBLIC.

-

-

$1.50
$2.00

College Caps and Gowns

THE
EBBITT,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

made to special measure, of excellent quality material.
Write for catalogue and samples to

ARMY AMD NAVY HEADQUARTERS,

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER,

EIGHT IRON FIRE ESCAPES.
H. C. BURCH,
.
Manager.

PHILADELPHIA.

SPECIAL RATE TO THE CLERGY. ■

<o

THESSOREHAM,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLANS,
Absolutely Fire Proof.
JOHN T. DEVINE, Prop.
EVERYTHING

, Indies’

NEW.

FIRST-CLASS LADIES’ AND GENTS’ RESTAURANT

Sal°01}*

MORGAN HOUSE,
EGR0PEAN.
PJ. TJX. IVIO^GAN,

-

Proprietor.

j2d Street, above M,

HARVEY’S
1 01 6 PENN. AVE., COR. ELEVENTH ST., WAS H I NGTO N, D. C
The most complete ojAter house in the United States, with the best con
ducted restaurant in the District for ladies and gentlemen. Oysters
Diamond Back Terrapins, and Canvas Back Ducks specialties. Open daily
from 6 A. M. to 12 P. M., Sundays excepted. HARVEY, the originator of
Steamed Oysters.

BAUM’S,4167th St. N.w.

45 ROOMS AT $1 PER DAY.
Having thoroughly refurnished and refitted the OWEN HOUSE
(late Hotel Solari), I beg to state that I have opened in connection

Georgetown College Colors, combined, in two widths, with the same
alwdys on hand in our ribbon department.
THE FINEST CAFE IN THE CITY
We have the

Largest Book Depot in the South,
and sell all books at cut prices. Get our quotations on standard or
new publications. You can save money.
Ask to see the ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY, 4 vols., $2
a vol. equal to the Century at one-eighth the price.

BAUM’S, 416 7th St.

AND THE MOST COMPLETE

Ladies’ and Gents’ Dining Saloon
SOUTH OF NEW YORK.

^parties

a ^JJpecialty.

JOHN T. MOYLAN, Proprietor.

1413 Penna. Ave. N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. 0.
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Gold Sleeve-Links
®
®

An unusually large assortment of tasteful
designs in variously-finished gold.
Many
are mounted -with superb Precious Stones.
Mail orders and Inquiries command the best
attention.

■

Columbia
Bicycles

®
®

®
®

Makers of Georgetown College Pins

® Highest Quality of All.

®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

J. E. Caldwell & Co.
JE WELERS AND SIL VER SMITHS

(jo2 Chestnut St.
CALL" ON
——

The Standard for AIL

Philadelphia, Pa.
~ “”

JOHN BYRNE & CO.,
NEW AND SECOND-HAND

LAW BOOKS,

Have you feasted your eyes upon
the beauty and grace of the 1895
Columbias ? Have you tested and
compared them with all others?
Only by such testing can you know
how fully the Columbia justifies its
proud title of the ‘ 'Standard for the
World.” Any model or equipment
your taste may require, _$100

POPE MFG. CO.
HARTFORD, Conn.
Boston,
New York,
Chicago,
San Francisco,
Providence, Buffalo.

1322 F STREET N. W.
WE

BUY AND

EXCHANGE

LAW

BOOKS

WILLIAM BALLANTYNE & SONS,

An Art Catalogue of these
famous wheels and of Hartfords, $80 $60, free at Columbia agencies, or mailed for
two 2-cent stamps.

Booksellers and Stationers,

®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

428 Seventh Street.

CLASS EMBLEMS,
^
BUTTONS, BADGES AND JEWELS
PRIZE MEDALS, IN GOLD AND SILVER.

Special attention paid to Wedding Invitations and Card Engraving.

1

-HBRENTANO’STS

PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS, IMPORTERS,

Designs and Estimates Furnished.

STATIONERS, ENGRAVERS, AND NEWSDEALERS.
1015 PA. AVE. IV. W.,
NEW YOEK,

THE W. J. FEELEY CO.,

'Washington, I). C.
CHICAGO,

71 E. Washington Street, Chicago, III.
185 Eddy Street, Providence, R. 1.

PARIS.

BRENTANO’S "LONDON EXCHEQUER " INES ARE THE BEST.

Telegraphic Address,

“BRENTANO’S,”

with name of city.

J. J. SPAULDING.

JOHN SPAULDING.

BIG 4

»-♦ PIE COMPANY,
1 32

7 J329, j 331

M ARY LANDAVE., N . E.,

SUCCESSOR TO M. B. BRADY.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

FORMERLY WITH C. M. BELL.

WILLIAM H. STALEE,
fhtotoorapher,
1107 F Street N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Special Rates on College Work.

Wash. B. Williams,
FASHIONABLE FURNITURE,
CARPETS, UPHOLSTERY GOODS, &e.

Tthand D Sts, H. W.,
Go to

FOB BARGAINS IN

fiarpets, Fomitore, and llpflolslenj Boons,
801 Market Space, and 308 and 310 Eighth Street,
WASHINGTON. D. C.

M.

C. M. BELL,
T?iorml
463

AND

W. BEVERIDGE,
IMPORTER OF AND DEALER IN

L? 1otograP h ep, Polters, Porcelain, mass, sterling silver, Piaiefl Ware,
1

465 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE,

00

Washington, D. C.

Ladies and Children a Specialty.

AND HOUSE-FURNISHING GOODS,
1215 F

jL

aK<

i 1214 G St^ Washington, I), c.

Special attention given to the reproduction of old pictures.
1217, 1219 and 1226 Pennsylvania Avenue.

B. H. STINEMETZ & SON,
1237 Peuna. Ave., Cor. I3tli St.

SPECIALTIES :

FINE PORTRAITS
In Crayon,
Water Colors, India
Ink and Oil.

AGENCY FOR THE CELEBRATED HATS
RnoX,

New York.

$ai?®8 ai}d Umbrellas.

HENRY HEATH ) T
CHRISTY’S,
’ \ London.

0

Cadies’ F‘9<? Furs.

Athletic and Gymnasium Suits.

GEORGETOWN COLLEGE JOURNAL.
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DUDLEY GREGORY,

He E. F. Brools

Successor to A. G. Gedney,

Gas Fixtures
and

Engraving and
Standard Stationery.
413 11th St. N. W.

Washington, D. C.
ESTABLISHED

Electroliers,

1867.

G. TAYLOR WADE,
GENERAL

531 I5tf| Street, - (Corcoran Mining.) COMMISSION MERCHANT
FOR THE SALE OF ALL

Early Fruits and Vegetables,

PAUL SEEBER,

JR., MANAGER.

WRSHiNGTOH COUPE M LIVERY CO.,
1341 and 1343 W Street H. W.,

BRANCH OFFICES AT WILLARD’S AND RIGGS HOTELS.

911 B Street, N. W.,

’Washington, D. C.

J. EDWARD LIBBEY,

LUMBER MERCHANT,-^
3018 Water Street, Georgetown, D. C.

WILLARD'S HOTEL OFFICE, CALL 687.

Landaus,Victorias, Broughams, Buggies, Surreys,
and Buckboards, For Hire and Sale.
Special Attention to Boarding Horses and Monlhly Turnouts.
D. A. BOONS.

C. W. BELT.

DANIEL A. BOONE & CO.,

ALTAR WINKS,
112 EAST GERMAN STREET,

BALTIMORE, MD.

OLDEST ESTABLISHED LUMBER YARD
IN THE DISTRICT.

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR FLOURS?
W. H. TENNEY’S BEST,
OUR SUPERB PATENT,
OUR NEW SOUTH PATENT

Are the BEST FLOURS made. Try them and be convinced.
For sale by Grocers and at our Mill.
W. II. TENNEY & SONS,

J. C. ALBRECHT,

Georgetown, D. C.

W. T. & F. B. WEAVER,

Manufacturer of Cigars,
Jobber in Leaf and Manufactured Tobacco,
3119 M Street, West Washington.
Variety of Smokers’ Articles.

(Successors to H. P.
Dealers in

GILBERT.)

HARDWARE and HARNESS,
Contractors and Machinists Supplies.

1208 and

1212 THIRTY-SECOND STREET,

Telephone 357.

Evans’ Prescription Pharmacy,
S. W. cor. 35tli and O Sts. N. W.

GEORGETOWN, D. C.
SAMUEL G. MASON

JAMES D. MASON.

jrnvTEs t>. jvmsoN & co.,
STEAM CRACKER BAKERY,
17 and 18 East Pratt Street,

W. ASHTON EVANS,

.

.

Proprietor.

B. LOCKHART,
pi^ar/Raeist,

GEORGE

S. W. corner 32c! and 0 Sts.,

Washington, D. C.

CRAIG & HARDING,

FURNITURE,
Carpets, Draperies and Bedding,
13th AND F STS. N. W.

H. G. & J. E. WAGNER,

JEWELLERS,
WATCH AND CLOCK MAKERS,
3221 M STREET, WEST WASHINGTON.
DEALERS IN NEWSPAPERS, PERIODICALS, BOOKS,STATIONERY, MAGAZINES

HUGH REILLY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Mixed Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
WINDOW AND PLATE GLASS, &c.

1911 Penna. Ave., 1223 and 1225 32d St., N. W.,
TELEPHONES, 1209 AND 1725-3.
WASHINGTON, D. C

Opposite Maltby House.

BALTIMORE, Mil.

EDWARD DERRICK, WHOLESALE
Street N. W., Washington, D. C.

AGENT,

818 Nineteenth

CHARLES H. JAVINS & SONS,

EISPI DEALERS,
STANDS :

238-239-240, 283-284-285 Centre Market,
O STREET AND N. L. MARKETS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

A. HANLON,
yytjolesale • Groceries,
DEALER IN

fflIIJES, LIQUORS, 61GMS MD TOBACCO,
1444 32d Street, corner P,
WEST WASHINGTON, D. C.
Agent for Chase & Sanborn Coffees.

GEORGE W. RAY,
DEALER IN

WHOLESALE GROCERIES,
Wines, Liquors, Cigars, and Tobacco.
3249 M

STBEET, WEST WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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Georgetown University,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

T

HE POSTGRADUATE DEPARTMENT of the College offers courses in Rational Philosophy;
7

General Literature and Philology, English Literature, French Literature, Constitutional History,

Chemistry and Mathematics.
This department is intended for graduates who desire to continue and extend their education in the
Arts and Sciences, whether it be for the mere love of learning, or to qualify themselves as professors, or
with a view to a more complete preparation for some other of the learned professions, by devoting themselves to selected liberal studies, cognate to the career aimed at.
The purpose is to surround the graduate student with all the facilities for advanced work and every
inducement to independent investigation.

THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT possesses a numerous faculty of exceptional eminence, a building
recently enlarged and supplied with every convenience for laboratory work in anatomy, chemistry, physiology, bacteriology, etc.

It has access to the splendid new operating theatre of the Providence Hospital,

and all other clinical and scientific advantages of Washington.

DEPARTMENT has a faculty composed of men of national reputation.

It utilizes to

the full the advantages which make the National Capital the greatest centre of legal learning in the
United States.
Graduates are invited to correspond with

REV.

J.

The following Books may be obtained from the
COLLEGE JOURNAL, Washington, D. C.:

The Catholic Church,
By

JOHN GILMARY

J., Rector.

HAVENS RICHARDS, S.

MANAGER OF

THE GEORGETOWN

Memorial of the First Centenary,
Comprising a

SHEA.

A History of the Catholic Church in the United States
from 1521 to 1866. 1886.
4 vols., 8vo. calf. Per volume, $5.00.

History of Georgetown University,
By

JOHN GILMARY SHEA,

and an

Account of the Centennial Celebration,
By a
Illustrated.

1891.

MEMBER OF THE FACULTY.

8vo., cloth, 480 pages.

$5.00.

The Songs of Sappho,
By

JAMES S.

EASBY-SMITH.

These are metrical translations of the poems of
Sappho. 1891.
Small duodecimo. Cloth, gilt top, 100 pages. $1.00.

By the Potomac
and Other Verses,
By

HENRY COLLINS WALSH.

Duodecimo, cloth, 66 pages.

1889.

50 cents.
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GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
Founded as a College 1789, Chartered as a University, by Act of Congress, March 1, 1815,

CLASSICAL, SCIENTIFIC AND

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

SCHOOL OF LAW.

Medical Building, 920 II Street N.W.

Law Building, E St. bet. 5th and 6tli N.W

PREPARATORY COURSES

For Prospectus apply to

For information apply to

For information apply to
THE REV.

S. M. YEATMAN,
G. L. MAG RUDER, M. D„

J. HAVENS RICHARDS. S. J.,

Secretary and Treasurer of the Faculty,

Dean and Treasurer of the Faculty,

President of the University,

Georgetown University Law Building,

815 Vermont Ave. N W.

Georgetown College, D C.

AVashington, D. C.

Academy of the Visitation, B. V. M.,

GEORGETOWN, D. C.

This Institution was founded in 1799 and rebuilt in 1873. It occupies a
beautiful site on the Heights of Georgetown, overlooking at once the city
of Washington and the lovely water scenery of the Potomac. Attached to
the Academy are the pleasure grounds, embracing an area or forty acres,
which secure to the pupils the advantage of a residence in the country.
In the course of instruction are comprised all the requisites of a renned
and polished education.
For full particulars apply to the Institution.

l T5 MW

TO fir m-

KK

GO

•x*

TO

EVTKARD

939 Penn. Ave.

Wf DO If

ESQ.,

Style, Comfort,
Durability,

See that every pair !g stamped
The BURT & PACKARD.

FOR

“Korrect Shape.”

TENNIS SHOES,

COMBINED IN THE

BICYCLE SHOES,
U

STREET SHOES,
AND

SHOES FOR FULL
DRESS.

F. CROCKER, Treasurer,

A

939 Pa. Ave. U. W.

Korrect Sfiape" Sips
SOLD ONLY BY THE

¥

BURT
& PACKARD CO.,
931 Pennsylvania Avenue N. W.
M.

STRICKLAND,

Manager.

J. H. SMALL & SONS,

JOSEPH GILLOTT’S

14th, Corner of G Street, Washington, D. C.

IN EXTRA FINE, FINE AND BROAD POINTS
TO SUIT ALE HANDS.

floral Decorators,

and ...

1153 Broadway, New York.

*

STEEL PENS

THE MOST PERFECT OF PENS.

Our
Blue and Black Rough Cheviot Suits at FIFTEEN DOLLARS are conceded by every
one to be the best suits for the money ever offered in Washington.

They are

absolutely ALL WOOL and FAST COLOR; are stylishly cut, well made, and as
perfect in fit as if you had been measured for them by the best tailor in the town.
Other Suits for less and for more, and ail fully worth every dollar of their cost.

ROBINSON, CHERY & CO.,
12th and F Sts. EFF™03'
■wBmUl)
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SCHOOL OF ARTS.

